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Abstract. This paper is about the structure of infinite primitive permutation
groups and totally disconnected locally compact groups (“tdlc groups”). The
permutation groups we investigate are subdegree-finite, that is, all orbits of
point stabilisers are finite. Automorphism groups of connected, locally finite
graphs are examples of subdegree-finite permutation groups.
The tdlc groups we investigate all have a maximal subgroup that is compact
and open. Tdlc groups with few open subgroups, recently studied by Pierre-
Emmanuel Caprace and Timothée Marquis, are examples of such groups.
We prove a classification result, and use it to show that every closed,
subdegree-finite primitive group is a primitive subgroup of a productHWrF1
F2Wr ¨ ¨ ¨  Fm´1WrFm, where H is a closed, subdegree-finite and primitive
group that is either finite or one-ended and almost topologically simple. The
groups Fi are transitive and finite (and subject to some constraints) and m is
finite. The product  here denotes the recently discovered box product, and
all wreath products here act via their product action.
We apply this permutational result to tdlc groups. If G is a tdlc group then
it contains a compact open subgroup V . The permutation group induced by
the action of G on the coset space G{V is called the Schlichting completion
of the pair pG,V q, and is denoted G { V . Knowledge of this action of G
on G{V underpins many recent influential results in tdlc theory. We show
that if V is a maximal subgroup of G, and G is non-compact, then G { V is
subject to a topological interpretation of our result for primitive groups. We
use this to show that in this case, if G{V is nondiscrete, preserves no nontrivial
homogenous cartesian decomposition on G{V , and does not split nontrivially
over a compact open subgroup, then the monolith of G { V is a nondiscrete,
one-ended, topologically simple, compactly generated tdlc group.
1. Introduction
1.1. Local compactness and subdegree-finiteness. When studying infinite ob-
jects, it is natural to focus on those with some local finiteness property. For topo-
logical groups, this might be that the group topology is locally compact (that is,
every group element lies in a compact neighbourhood); for permutation groups, this
might be that the group is subdegree-finite (that is, all orbits of point stabilisers are
finite). In fact these two types of groups are closely related, and their structural
properties are intertwined. The results we describe in this paper pertain to both
locally compact groups, and to subdegree-finite permutation groups.
Let us look first at locally compact groups. If G is such a group, then it is well-
known that the connected component C of the identity is a closed normal subgroup
of G, and so G{C is a totally disconnected and locally compact group (henceforth
referred to as a tdlc group), while of course C is a connected locally compact group.
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2 Primitive groups with finite subdegrees
In this way, the structure theory of locally compact groups decomposes into two
cases: the connected locally compact case and the tdlc case. A consequence of
the solution of Hilbert’s 5th Problem (by Gleason, Montgomery & Zippin, and
Yamabe) is that the broad structure of connected locally compact groups is known:
such groups are pro-Lie. For many years the tdlc case was treated as the degenerate
case, but following breakthrough work by Willis (see [42] and [43]) in the 1990s and
early 2000s, it became clear that the structure theory of tdlc groups might be more
tractable than first assumed. Since then, there has been a growing body of work in
this area.
The arguments contained in some of these cited works use, as a fundamental
tool, the following natural permutation representations of tdlc groups (described in
more detail in Section 2). If G is a tdlc group then it is known by an old result of
van Dantzig (see [11] or [16, Theorem 7.7]) that G always contains a compact open
subgroup V . There is an obvious action (by multiplication) of G on the set G{V of
cosets of V in G. The kernel of this action is closed and compact in G. The action
induces a group of permutations of G{V , and we denote this permutation group
by G { V . This group G { V , viewed as a topological group under the topology of
pointwise convergence, is sometimes called the Schlichting completion for the pair
pG,V q (see [35]). The group G { V is a closed and tdlc subgroup of the group
of all permutations of G{V . As a permutation group, G { V is subdegree-finite.
Obviously, if one understands the structure and permutational behaviour of G { V ,
then one gains a deep understanding of the structure of the topological group G.
In this paper we obtain structural results for G { V in the case where V is
a maximal subgroup of G. The class of tdlc groups with this property includes
tdlc groups with few open subgroups, studied by P. E. Caprace and T. Marquis
in [8]. Precise statements of our results are given below, but intuitively we show
that the group G { V is a “large” subgroup of a group obtained by applying the
wreath product (in its product action) and the box product (see Section 2.6) finitely
many times to some “seed” group, where this seed group is either a finite primitive
permutation group or an infinite primitive permutation group that is contained in
the automorphism group of a one-ended topologically simple, compactly generated
tdlc group. This result can be combined with techniques outlined in the recent book
[34], by C. E. Praeger and C. Schneider, to detect one-ended, compactly generated,
topologically simple tdlc groups inside infinite primitive permutation groups.
Let us now turn our attention to permutation groups. Let Ω be a set, and
denote the group of all permutations of Ω by Sym pΩq (when Ω “ t1, . . . ,mu Ď N
we write Sm for brevity). There is a natural topology on the group Sym pΩq, called
the permutation topology. In this topology, a neighbourhood basis of the identity
consists of all pointwise stabilisers of finite subsets of Ω. This topology is equal to
the topology of pointwise convergence and the compact-open topology. Intuitively,
in this topology two permutations are close if they agree on a large finite subset
of Ω. Note that a group G ď Sym pΩq and its closure G cannot be distinguished
by their action on finite subsets of Ω. We will typically be concerned with closed
permutation groups in this paper. To apply our results to an arbitrary permutation
group G, one must first take its closure.
We are interested in permutation groups G ď Sym pΩq that are subdegree-finite.
Orbits of point stabilisers are called suborbits, and the cardinality of a suborbit
is called a subdegree. Thus, a subdegree-finite permutation group is a group with
only finite suborbits. These permutation groups arise naturally: any automor-
phism group of a connected, locally finite graph is closed and subdegree-finite;
the natural permutation representations of tdlc groups described above are closed
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and subdegree-finite. On the other hand, any closed, subdegree-finite permuta-
tion group is (under the permutation topology) a tdlc group, with compact open
point stabilisers. In this way, the study of tdlc groups and the study of closed
subdegree-finite permutation groups are essentially the same.
Permutation groups can be decomposed in a natural way. This is obvious in
the case of intransitive groups (that is, groups with more than one orbit), while
for transitive group the decomposition is based on the notion of primitivity. A
nontrivial transitive group G of permutations of a set Ω is called imprimitive if
Ω admits a G-invariant equivalence relation whose equivalence classes are neither
singletons, nor all of Ω. The action of an imprimitive group G decomposes into
two distinct actions: the group on the one hand induces a transitive group F of
permutations on the set Σ of equivalence classes, and on the other hand the setwise
stabiliser of an equivalence class ∆ induces a transitive group H of permutations on
∆. Famously, G can be embedded as a permutation group into the wreath product
H oF acting via its imprimitive action on ∆ˆΣ. If G is not imprimitive, then it is
primitive. Thus, we see that imprimitive permutation groups decompose naturally,
whereas primitive permutation groups are in this sense indecomposable. Thus, to
understand the general structure of permutation groups, one must first start by
understanding those that are primitive.
Let P denote the class of nonregular, closed, primitive, subdegree-finite permu-
tation groups. We exclude regular groups (that is, transitive permutation groups
whose point stabilisers are trivial) from this class because they are not interesting:
the primitive regular groups are cyclic of prime order. Structural information about
some groups in P is already known, for example finite groups (see [22]), infinite dis-
crete groups (see [40]), and groups whose socle has the FCR property (see [34]).
We discuss these results further in Section 1.6.
In this paper we obtain structural information about all infinite groups in P. A
precise statement is given below, but intuitively, we show that any infinite group
G P P is a “large” subgroup of a group obtained by applying the wreath product
(in its product action) and the box product (see Section 2.6 below) finitely many
times to either a finite group in P, or to a one-ended group in P that is almost
topologically simple. It is from this result that we derive our corresponding result
about tdlc groups.
Note that all groups in P have degree at least three. For each G P P, we define
sdpGq P N to be the minimal nontrivial subdegree of G; we track this number
through our arguments, to show that any iterated sequences of products must
terminate after finitely many steps.
1.2. One-ended almost topologically simple groups. A connected graph Γ
with bounded valency on which G acts transitively as a group of automorphisms
with compact open vertex stabilisers is called a Cayley–Abels graph for G. This
notion appears (with different names) in [1, Beispiel 5.2] and [21, Section 2]. A tdlc
group G has a Cayley–Abels graph if and only if G is compactly generated, and any
two Cayley–Abels graphs for G are quasi-isometric (see [21]). Since quasi-isometric
graphs have the same ends, it makes sense to talk about the ends of a compactly
generated tdlc group as being the ends of any of its Cayley–Abels graphs. This is
a standard tool for working with compactly generated tdlc groups.
For G ď Sym pΩq, we have another standard tool: an orbital graph of G has
vertex set Ω with its edge set consisting of the orbit tα, βuG, for some α, β P Ω. If
G is transitive, subdegree-finite and closed, and some finite union Γ of orbital graphs
of G is connected, then Γ is a Cayley–Abels graph for G (under the permutation
topology), and so we can talk about the ends of G as being the ends of Γ. Of course
any orbital graph of a group is an orbital graph of its closure, so we can speak of the
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ends of permutation groups that are not necessarily closed. A group is one-ended
if it has only one end.
If a group G ď Sym pΩq has a nonabelian, closed normal subgroup B that is
topologically simple (that is, B has no closed normal subgroups) and B ď G ď
Aut B, we say that G is almost topologically simple. Note that this definition
does not involve the Aut B topology; the topology on B and G is the permutation
topology. In the special case when G (and therefore B) has precisely one end, we
say that G is one-ended almost topologically simple and abbreviate this to OAS.
Groups of type OAS in P can be discrete or nondiscrete (see Section 7).
1.3. Box products and fibrelobes. There are two products that play a funda-
mental role in our structure theory for groups in P: the wreath product in its
product action and the box product. These two products are in some sense duals of
each other; to see this relationship clearly, we must first recall the fibres of a wreath
product, define the lobes of a box product, and introduce the combined notion of
a fibrelobe.
Let m ě 2 and let X be a set containing at least three elements. Suppose
G1 ď Sym pXq and G2 ď Sm are two permutation groups. Their wreath product
famously has two important actions, one on the setXˆt1, . . . ,mu (which we will call
the imprimitive action) and the other on the set Xm of functions from t1, . . . ,mu to
X (which is called the product action). We use both resulting permutation groups
frequently, so adopt different notations for them: in this paper G1 o G2 refers to
the imprimitive action, and G1 WrG2 to the product action. Recall that a fibre of
G1 WrG2 is any subset of Xm of the form tpx1, . . . , xi´1, y, xi`1, . . . , xmq : y P Xu.
The points of G1 WrG2 are the elements of Xm.
The box product of G1 and G2, denoted G1  G2, was first introduced in [41]
and is defined fully in Section 2.6; here we give only an intuitive sense of it. This
intuitive picture is accurate when G1 and G2 are transitive, so let us assume this
to be the case. (Although here we have assumed that G2 is a finite group, the box
product construction is valid also when both G1 and G2 are infinite.)
We begin by constructing a tree-like graph. Let ∆ be a transitive graph with
vertex set X1 such that the connectivity of ∆ is at least two and G1 ď Aut ∆ (for
example, ∆ can always be taken to be the complete graph on X1 although often a
smaller graph will suffice). Now “glue” m copies of ∆ together so they meet only
at a single vertex. Now to all vertices v in the resulting graph that currently lie in
only one copy of ∆, “glue” m ´ 1 additional copies of ∆ to v, so that v lies in m
copies of ∆ that meet only at v. Continue this process until we obtain a connected,
tree-like graph Γp∆,mq in which every vertex lies in precisely m copies of ∆, and
any two copies of ∆ in Γp∆,mq are either disjoint or intersect at a single vertex.
In the left hand part of Figure 1 we see a depiction of ΓpK4, 3q.
The vertex sets of the copies of ∆ in Γp∆,mq are called lobes. We say a subgroup
G ď Aut Γp∆,mq is locally-pG1, G2q if the setwise stabiliser in G of any lobe of
Γp∆,mq induces G1 on that lobe, and the stabiliser in G of any vertex α of Γp∆,mq
induces G2 on the set of lobes of Γp∆,mq that contain α. The box product G1G2
is a subgroup of Aut Γp∆,mq that is maximal subject to being locally-pG1, G2q.
The lobes and points of G1G2 are, respectively, the lobes and vertices of Γp∆,mq.
For a precise description of the construction of the box product, see Section 2.6.
Remark 1. The fibres of G1 WrG2 and the lobes of G1G2 have much in common.
To explore this, let   denote either Wr or , and call the lobes or fibres of G1 G2
the fibrelobes of G1  G2. If α is a point of G1  G2 then Fpαq denotes the set of
fibrelobes of G1  G2 that contain α.
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The following statements are famous properties of the wreath product in its
product action when G1 and G2 are transitive. Using the concept of a fibrelobe,
we see they apply equally to the box product (see Section 2.6).
‚ G1 G2 permutes its points transitively, and permutes its fibrelobes tran-
sitively.
‚ If ∆ is a fibrelobe of G1   G2, then its setwise stabiliser pG1   G2qt∆u
induces G1 on ∆.
‚ If α is a point of G1   G2, then its stabiliser pG1   G2qα induces G2 on
Fpαq.
‚ If G2 is finite, then G1  G2 is a primitive permutation group if and only
if G1 is primitive and not regular.
Thus, we can see the “local” behaviour of G1   G2 in the induced actions of
pG1   G2qα and pG1   G2qt∆u. We also see primitivity here as a “local-to-global”
condition. The following definition captures the notion of a subgroup of G1   G2
being large enough to induce (perhaps as a dense subgroup) the “local” behaviour
of G1  G2.
Definition 2. Let   denote either Wr or . The the lobes or fibres of G1   G2
are the fibrelobes of G1  G2. We say that a subgroup G ď G1  G2 is fibrelobe-full
if the following hold:
(i) G is transitively permutes the points, and transitively permutes the fi-
brelobes, of G1  G2.
(ii) If ∆ is a fibrelobe of G1   G2, then the setwise stabiliser Gt∆u induces a
group on ∆ whose closure in Sym p∆q is G1.
(iii) If α is a point of G1 G2, then the stabiliser Gα induces a group on Fpαq
whose closure in Sym pFpαqq is G2.
Remark 3. One can of course apply the products Wr and  repeatedly in an
alternating sequence, to obtain ever-larger permutation groups. For example, we
might construct a group ppG1 WrG2q  G3qWrG4, whose fibrelobes are the fibres
of H WrG4, where H “ pG1 WrG2q  G3. If G is a fibrelobe-full subgroup of
ppG1 WrG2q  G3qWrG4 and ∆ is a fibrelobe, notice that the closure in Sym p∆q
of the group induced by Gt∆u on ∆ is H “ pG1 WrG2q  G3, and H is obviously
fibrelobe-full in pG1 WrG2q  G3. Thus, being fibrelobe-full is in some sense a
hereditary property when the products  and Wr are applied repeatedly.
Remark 4. Suppose G1   G2 is transitive, closed, with all suborbits finite (for
example, G1 and G2 could be closed and transitive, with G1 subdegree-finite and
G2 finite). If G ď G1  G2 is fibrelobe-full, then G is cocompact in G1  G2.
1.4. Theorems for permutation groups. Here we present our main results as
they apply to permutation groups.
Recall that P is the class of nonregular, closed, primitive permutation groups
whose suborbits are all finite. Our first theorem is a complete classification of
infinite groups in P.
Theorem 5. If G P P, then G falls into precisely one of the following categories:
(FIN) G is a nonregular finite primitive permutation group;
(OAS) G is one-ended and almost topologically simple;
(PA) G is a one-ended, primitive, fibrelobe-full subgroup of a wreath product
H WrF acting with its product action, where F is some nontrivial finite
transitive group, and H P P is infinite of type OAS or BP, and sdpHq ď
sdpGq, with G discrete if and only if H discrete;
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(BP) G is a nondiscrete, 2ℵ0-ended, primitive, fibrelobe-full subgroup of a box
product H  F , where F is some nontrivial finite transitive group, and
H P P is of type FIN, OAS or PA, and sdpHq ă sdpGq
The class OAS can be further subdivided into OASd, which contains those OAS
groups that are discrete, and OASn, which contains those OAS groups that are
nondiscrete. The same subdivision can also be made for the class PA, into PAd and
PAn. Groups of type BP are always nondiscrete. The discrete groups in P have
already been classified: finite groups in P were famously classified by the O’Nan–
Scott Theorem (see [22]); infinite discrete groups in P are classified in [40, Theorem
1.1]. These results can be used to further refine the statement of Theorem 5. We
discuss this further in Section 1.6.
Examples of groups in P exist for all types: FIN, OASd, OASn, PAd, PAn and
BP (see Section 7).
As noted in the introduction, it is known precisely when groups of the form
G1 WrG2 and G1  G2 are primitive. No such knowledge exists for one-ended
almost topologically simple groups.
Theorem 5 can be combined with the following theorem and its corollary to give
an O’Nan–Scott style theorem for infinite groups in P.
Theorem 6. Let G ď Sym pΩq be an infinite group in P, and suppose α P Ω. Then
G has a unique (nontrivial) minimal closed normal subgroup B which is nonabelian,
and there exist finitely many topologically simple, pairwise isomorphic, nonabelian,
infinite permutation groups K1, . . . ,Km such that each Ki is closed and normal
in B and M :“ K1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Km is a dense subgroup of B that is normal in G.
The group B has an infinite point stabiliser if and only if G has an infinite point
stabiliser. Furthermore, Gα acts on the components of M by conjugation, inducing
a transitive subgroup F ď Sm.
Remark 7. The group F in the PA case of Theorem 5 and the group F in Theo-
rem 6, are the same permutation group. This is obviously not the case for groups
of BP type.
Corollary 8. In the statement of Theorem 6, we have that m “ 1 if and only if G
is of type OAS or BP, and in this case M “ B “ K1. When m ą 1, our group G
is of type PA and the minimal closed normal subgroup of H is K1.
Remark 9. The structural decomposition of an infinite group G P P described in
Theorem 5 can be repeated. For example, if G is of type (PA), with G a fibrelobe-
full subgroup of H WrF for some H P P, then one can apply Theorem 5 now to
H and obtain a further decomposition. Iterating the decomposition in this way, we
note that products Wr and  must alternate with sd non-increasing, and each time
 occurs the value of sd must strictly decrease. Hence we can be certain that such
an iterated decomposition must terminate after finitely many steps in an OAS or
finite group in P.
On the other hand, one can start with a group in H P P and obtain every-
larger groups in P by repeatedly applying the wreath and box products. Indeed,
if F1, . . . , Fn are finite transitive groups, then G :“ pppH WrF1q  F2qWr ¨ ¨ ¨ 
Fn´1qWrFn lies in P. Notice that, as long as some Fi is nontrivial, the resulting
group G is never of type OAS, since the application of a box product results in a
group with infinitely many ends, and the application of the wreath product results
in a group with a non-topologically simple socle.
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Intuitively, we can now see all infinite groups in P as “large” subgroups of groups
built from finite (noncyclic) primitive permutation groups or OAS groups in P, to-
gether with the repeated application of Wr and  finitely many times. We formalise
this intuitive view of groups in P in the following result.
Theorem 10. If G P P, then there is a finite sequence F1, . . . , Fn of finite transitive
groups, with Fi nontrivial for all 1 ă i ă n, and a group H P P that is of type FIN
or OAS, such that G is a primitive subgroup of
pppH WrF1q F2qWr ¨ ¨ ¨ Fn´1qWrFn.
In the above theorem, the groups F1 or Fn (or both) could be trivial, allowing
G ď pppH  F2qWr ¨ ¨ ¨ Fn´1q for example as a possible conclusion.
There is a partial converse to Theorem 10: if H P P and F1, . . . , Fn are finite
transitive groups with Fi nontrivial for all 1 ă i ă n, then the group pppH WrFnq
Fn´1qWr ¨ ¨ ¨  F2qWrF1 always lies in P. This follows easily from Theorems 27,
28 and 33.
1.5. Theorems for topological groups. Here we give our main results, as they
apply to topological groups. The types OAS, PA and BP in the following theorems
are the topological interpretations of the types of the same name given in Theorem 5.
Recall that S is the class of nondiscrete, compactly generated tldc groups that
are topologically simple, and P is the class of nonregular, closed, primitive permu-
tation groups whose suborbits are all finite. Our results relate aspects of these two
classes.
Suppose G is a non-compact tdlc group and V a compact open subgroup. There
will be a number of topological groups at play, so let us state clearly their relation-
ship to one another. Firstly, let t denote the topology of G, so G as a topological
group can be written pG, tq. We have an action λ of G on G{V which gives rise
another topology for G, namely the permutation topology p (described for per-
mutation groups in Section 1.1, and more generally in Section 2.3). Finally let q
denote the quotient topology. Thus we have topological groups pG, tq and pG, pq
and pG { V, pq and ppG, pq{ kerpλq, qq. These topological groups enjoy the following
relationships, which the reader may easily verify:
(i) For pG, tq and pG, pq we have p Ď t.
(ii) ppG, pq{ kerpλq, qq and pG { V, pq are isomorphic as topological groups via
the map kerpλqg ÞÑ λpgq.
From these observations we have the relationship between pG, tq and pG { V, pq.
Our permutational theorems apply to the infinite permutation group G{V when-
ever G { V P P. This occurs precisely when G { V is primitive, since it is always
closed and subdegree-finite. Moreover, G{V is primitive if and only if V is maximal
in G as an abstract group (that is, there is no subgroup W such that V ăW ă G).
Thus, our results apply to non-compact tdlc groups G possessing a compact open
subgroup V that is maximal.
Suppose G and V are such that G { V P P. Since point stabilisers in G { V
are compact, open and maximal, G { V is compactly generated. Nontrivial normal
subgroups of primitive permutation groups must be transitive, since their orbits
form systems of imprimitivity. Thus, all nontrivial normal subgroups of G { V are
transitive and therefore cocompact (see Proposition 17). In other words, all proper
quotients of G { V are compact.
Recall the following. If the intersection L of all non-trivial closed normal sub-
groups of G is nontrivial, then we call L the monolith of G and say that G is
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monolithic. If G has closed normal subgroups N1, . . . , Nm such that the multipli-
cation map N1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆNm Ñ G is injective with dense image, then we say that G
is a quasi-product with quasi-factors N1, . . . , Nm.
A compactly generated, non-compact, locally compact group whose proper quo-
tients are all compact is called just non-compact. Discrete groups that are just
non-compact are called just infinite and were fist examined in detail in the classi-
cal article [44]. Nondiscrete just non-compact groups were studied in [7], and the
conclusions of this investigation are epitomised by the authors as being:
A just non-compact group is either discrete or monolithic.
In our less general situation, where V is a maximal subgroup of G, we are able
to go much further. We determine, in all but the one-ended almost topologically
simple case, precise information about the multiplication action of G on G{V . We
can moreover show that G { V is a cocompact, primitive, subgroup of a group
obtained from either a finite nonregular primitive permutation group, or a one-
ended group whose monolith lies in S , and the repeated application of the wreath
and box products, finitely many times.
Theorem 11. Suppose G non-compact and tdlc, and V is a proper compact open
subgroup. If V is maximal in G, then G { V is monolithic and there exists a finite
nontrivial transitive permutation group F ď Sm and a tdlc group H that itself has
a proper compact open subgroup W that is maximal in H, such that H “ H { W
and precisely one of the following holds for the completion G { V .
(OAS) The group G { V is one-ended and has a nonabelian cocompact monolith B
that is one-ended, topologically simple and compactly generated. Moreover,
as abstract groups we have B ď G { V ď Aut pBq. Note that H plays no
role in this case, and G can be discrete or nondiscrete. The monolith B is
discrete if and only if G is discrete.
(PA) The group G{V has precisely one end and G{V is a fibrelobe-full, primitive
(and therefore cocompact) subgroup of H WrF , where H WrF is acting
via its product action and its topology is the permutation topology derived
from this action. Moreover, H “ H {W is infinite and is therefore subject
to this classification theorem, with H of type OAS or BP, and sdpHq ď
sdpG { V q. The group H has a nonabelian cocompact topologically simple
and compactly generated monolith K and the monolith of G { V (which is
one-ended, compactly generated, nonabelian and cocompact in G { V ) is a
quasiproduct of m copies of K. Moreover, point stabiliser in G{ V permute
the components of this quasiproduct transitively by conjugation, with this
action inducing F on the set of components. The group G { V is discrete
if and only if H is discrete.
(BP) The group G { V has 2ℵ0 ends and is a fibrelobe-full, primitive (and there-
fore cocompact) subgroup of H  F , where the topology on H  F is the
permutation topology. Moreover, H “ H { W is either a finite nonreg-
ular primitive permutation group, or H is infinite and therefore subject
to this classification theorem with H of type OAS or PA. In all cases,
sdpHq ă sdpG{ V q. The group G{ V has a nonabelian cocompact monolith
that is topologically simple and compactly generated with 2ℵ0 ends. The
group G { V is never discrete.
Nondiscrete examples exist for all types (see Section 7).
Remark 12. As noted in Remark 9, once the structure of G { V has been de-
termined using Theorem 11, the theorem can then be applied to H, and since
H “ H { W we obtain a structural decomposition for H itself. Similarly, the the-
orem can then be applied again to the groups that constitute H, and so on. The
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value of sd is a natural number, which guarantees that this iterated decomposition
process must eventually terminate after finitely many steps, and it must terminate
in a finite group in P or a group in P of type OAS.
On the other hand, as in Remark 9 one can use the wreath product and box prod-
uct to construct ever-larger compactly generated tdlc groups containing compact
open subgroups that are maximal.
The above remark gives us the following topological interpretation of Theo-
rem 10.
Theorem 13. Suppose G is non-compact and tdlc, and V is a proper compact
open subgroup. If V is maximal in G, then G { V P P is infinite, and there is
a finite sequence F1, . . . , Fn of finite transitive groups, with Fi nontrivial for all
1 ă i ă n, and a tdlc group H that itself has a proper compact open subgroup
W that is maximal in H, such that H “ H { W is a finite nonregular primitive
permutation group, or it is infinite of type OAS and G { V is a primitive (and
therefore cocompact) subgroup of
pppH WrF1q F2qWr ¨ ¨ ¨ Fn´1qWrFn.
The group pppH WrF1qF2qWr ¨ ¨ ¨Fn´1qWrFn is tdlc, compactly generated and
has a compact open subgroup that is maximal.
Remark 14. In Theorems 10 and 13, the group H is either finite, or its monolith
is a one-ended group in S . Such groups are the subject of much interest (see [41],
for example). Thus the class P, and the class of tdlc groups admitting a maximal
subgroup that is compact and open, are rich sources for examples of one-ended,
compactly generated, topologically simple tdlc groups.
If we combine Theorem 11 with known techniques for detecting box products
and wreath products, then we obtain Theorem 15 below.
Before stating Theorem 15, let us first outline a technique for detecting wreath
products. Following [34], a nontrivial homogeneous cartesian decomposition, E , of a
set Ω, is a finite set of partitions tΓ1, . . . ,Γmu of Ω such that m ą 1, each partition
has at least two parts, all partitions have the same cardinality and
|γ1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X γm| “ 1 for each γ1 P Γ1, . . . , γm P Γm.
For G ď Sym pΩq we say that E is G-invariant if the partitions in E are permuted
by G. It is easy to see that if G is permutationally isomorphic to a subgroup of
Sym pXqWrSm, with |X|,m ą 1, then there is a nontrivial homogeneous cartesian
decomposition on Ω that is G-invariant (see, for example, the proof of Theorem 15).
On the other hand, [34, Theorem 5.13] shows that if G ď Sym pΩq leaves invariant
a nontrivial homogeneous cartesian decomposition tΓ1, . . . ,Γmu on Ω, then G is
permutationally isomorphic to a subgroup of Sym pΓ1qWrSm.
Theorem 15. Suppose that G is non-compact tdlc and V is a compact open sub-
group. Suppose further that V is maximal in G and G { V is nondiscrete. (For
example, one could take G P P with all point stabilisers infinite.)
If G { V preserves no nontrivial homogeneous cartesian decomposition on G{V ,
and G{ V does not split nontrivially as an amalgamated free product over a compact
open subgroup, then the monolith of G { V is nondiscrete, one-ended, topologically
simple, compactly generated and tdlc.
This theorem can be used to find compactly generated tdlc groups that are
one-ended and topologically simple.
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1.6. Comparisons with O’Nan–Scott style results. The finite primitive per-
mutation groups are classified by the so-called O’Nan–Scott theorem. The genesis
of this theorem was due, independently, to O’Nan and Scott (see [36]). Over time,
O’Nan and Scott’s original result was extended and refined (see [2], [20] and [22])
into its modern formulation. The theorem divides primitive groups into classes. In
Peter Cameron’s book ([5]) some of these classes are called basic, and the theorem
can then be neatly summarised as:
Every finite primitive permutation group is either basic or a prim-
itive subgroup of a wreath product H WrSm in product action on
Xm, where H is a basic primitive group on X.
In Cameron’s nomenclature, a basic group is one that cannot be embedded in a
wreath product in its product action (there is a slight inaccuracy caused by adopting
this definition, as noted in [34, Section 1.4]). The idea is that basic groups are
somehow intrinsically primitive, whereas all non-basic groups are “built” from basic
groups using wreath products and embeddings.
The O’Nan–Scott Theorem for finite primitive permutation groups has been
extended to infinite groups in some cases. In [15], an O’Nan–Scott style classifica-
tion is developed for countable linear groups. In [23], Cheryl Praeger and Dugald
Macpherson showed that most of the arguments from the finite case can be carried
over to infinite primitive permutation groups that posses a minimal closed normal
subgroup that itself contains a minimal closed normal subgroup. At the time of
the paper’s publication, there were no natural classes of infinite permutation group
that satisfied this condition on minimal normal subgroups. In [40] it was shown
that this condition holds in a very natural situation: infinite primitive permutation
groups with finite point stabilisers. From this observation, an O’Nan–Scott type
theorem for infinite primitive permutation groups with finite point stabilisers was
developed, and it inspired an investigation into other classes of permutation groups
whose stabilisers are finite ([33]). We show in Theorem 6 that all groups in P also
satisfy this condition on minimal normal subgroups. However, as noted below, the
discovery of the box product means that applying results in [23] to groups in P
does not give a satisfactory classification, since much more can be said.
In the recent book [34], a single O’Nan–Scott theory is developed for all quasiprim-
itive (and therefore primitive) permutation groups G with a socle that is FCR (that
is, the subgroup of G generated by all the minimal normal subgroups of G is a di-
rect product of abstractly simple groups). Henceforth we shall say that G has the
FCR property if the socle of G is FCR. The groups considered in [40] have the
FCR property, but groups in P may not have this property. In fact, whether or
not groups in P have the FCR property is directly related to an important and
well-known open problem from topological group theory: Is there a compactly gen-
erated, locally compact group that is topologically simple, but not abstractly simple?
This is Problem 19.73 in the Kourovka Notebook, [19].
Although they might not use Cameron’s terminology, all of the O’Nan–Scott type
results we described above have the same broad structure: they divide primitive
groups into classes, with some classes akin to basic groups, and a group is either
basic or a subgroup of a wreath product H WrSm in product action on Xm, where
H is a basic primitive group on X.
In [41], the box product was introduced, described as a new product for permu-
tation groups. In the paper, it was shown that the wreath product in its product
action is not the only product to preserve primitivity. As noted previously, for
a finite permutation group F and another permutation group H, both H WrSm
and H  Sm are primitive if and only if H is nonregular and primitive, and F is
transitive.
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In light of this discovery, the intuitive idea of a basic group can be revised so that
it again agrees with the spirit of Cameron’s original idea: basic primitive group are
somehow intrinsically primitive and all non-basic primitive groups are “built” from
basic groups using wreath or box products, and embeddings. This revision doesn’t
affect finite primitive permutation groups, nor does it affect the groups considered
in [40], because HSm is never discrete when it is primitive. Of course the problem
with this revision is that for a non-basic primitive group G lying in H WrSm or
H  Sm, we may not be able to conclude that H is basic.
In our main results, we see that for the class P, we can incorporate this revised
notion of a basic primitive permutation group, and still retain an elegant decompo-
sition theorem. By taking the basic groups in P to be those that are either finite,
or one-ended almost topologically simple, we can neatly summarise our results as:
Every group in P is either basic or a primitive subgroup of a
product ppH WrSm1qSm2qWr ¨ ¨ ¨Smn´1qWrSmn , where H P P
is basic and n,m1, . . . ,mn P N.
As mentioned above, groups in P might not have the FCR property. Neverthe-
less, it might be useful to some readers for us to relate the types (OAS, BP and
PA) for groups in P that occur in Theorem 5, with the primitive types (HA, AS,
ASreg, HS, HC, TW, SD, CD and PA) used in [34]. Table 7.1 and Figure 7.1 from
[34] are useful guides here.
Firstly, the results in this paper show that a group G P P is never of type HA,
HS, HC, TW, SD or CD. Type PA in this paper is the same as it is in [34].
A group G of type ASreg has a minimum normal subgroup that is regular and
therefore countable. So by Lemma 40 point stabilisers in G are all finite. Theorem
2.5 in [38] implies that a subdegree-finite primitive permutation group with more
than one end always has infinite point stabilisers (see [30, Appendix B] for a detailed
proof). Hence a group G P P of type ASreg is discrete and must lie in OAS. We
noted already that we could subdivide OAS further into OASd and OASn; if we
were to follow the conventions of [34] we should subdivide OASd further into two
cases, one in which the minimal normal subgroup is regular and the other in which
it is not.
The class AS consists of groups with a minimal normal subgroup that is transi-
tive, nonabelian, simple and non-regular. If a group G P P has a minimal normal
subgroup with these properties, then either G has precisely one end (in which case
G lies in the class OAS) or G has infinitely many ends and is contained in a box
product structure (and is thus of type BP).
2. Preliminaries
Many of our preliminaries were covered in the introduction. We give the remain-
der here.
2.1. Graphs and digraphs. Let V be a set, let E be a set of two-element subsets
of V , and let A be a set of ordered pairs of distinct elements of V . We call the pair
pV,Eq a graph on V , and the elements of V and E are respectively its vertices and
edges. We call the pair pV,Aq a digraph on V , and the elements of A are its arcs. If
Γ is a graph or digraph, we will write V Γ, EΓ or AΓ to refer to its vertex, edge or
arc set. If a P A then we denote by opaq (called the origin vertex) and tpaq (called
the terminal vertex) the vertices such that a “ popaq, tpaqq. The arc ptpaq, opaqq,
called the reversal of a, is denoted by a. Associated with a digraph pV,Aq is the
graph pV, ttopaq, tpaqu : a P Auq, and associated with a graph pV,Eq is the digraph
pV, tpu, vq, pv, uq : tu, vu P Euq. Thus, we can think of a graph as being a digraph in
which there are two arcs (one in each direction) between any two adjacent vertices.
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If Γ is a graph (resp. digraph) we say that two vertices u, v are adjacent if
there is an edge (resp. an arc in any direction) between them. Notice that our
graphs and digraphs are simple, without loops or multiple edges. A path in Γ
is a series of distinct vertices v0, v1, . . . , vn such that vi, vi`1 are adjacent for all
0 ď i ă n; the length of this path is n. A cycle of length n` 1 is a series of vertices
v0, v1, . . . , vn, vn`1 such that vn`1 “ v0 and v0, v1, . . . , vn is a path and vn, vn`1 are
adjacent. A directed cycle in a digraph pV,Aq is a cycle v0, v1, . . . , vn, vn`1 such that
pvi, vi`1q P A for all 0 ď i ă n ` 1. A ray is a one-way infinite path v0, v1, v2, . . .,
and a double ray is a two-way infinite path . . . , v´2, v´1, v0, v1, v2, . . ..
Two vertices are connected in Γ if there exists a path between them. The distance
between two connected vertices u and v, denoted dpu, vq, is the length of the shortest
path between them; the distance between two vertices that are not connected is
infinite. We say Γ is connected if any two vertices in Γ are connected. A tree is a
connected graph without cycles. As mentioned previously, we will typically think
of a tree T as being a digraph, with two arcs between any two adjacent vertices,
one in each direction. Between any two distinct vertices v, w in a tree, there is a
unique path which we denote by rv, wsT
The valency of a vertex v P V Γ is equal to the cardinality of the set of vertices
adjacent to v. If all vertices in Γ have the same valency m, we say that Γ is regular
or sometimes m-regular. If all vertices in Γ have finite valency, we say that Γ is
locally finite.
If T is a tree, there is a natural bipartition of V T into sets V1 and V2, in which
any two distinct vertices in Vi are an even distance from each other, for i “ 1, 2. If
all vertices in V1 have valency m1 and all vertices in V2 have valency m2, then we
say that T is an pm1,m2q-biregular tree.
The automorphism group of a graph or digraph Γ is denoted Aut pΓq. We say
that Γ is vertex-transitive (resp. vertex-primitive) if Aut pΓq acts transitively (resp.
primitively) on the vertices of Γ. We make similar definitions for the edges or arcs
of Γ. Sometimes we will say Γ is transitive; when we do, we always mean vertex
transitive.
In an infinite graph or digraph Γ, one can form an equivalence relation on the
set of rays: two rays are related if there is a third ray that intersects them both
infinitely often. For a locally finite graph or digraph Γ the equivalence classes of this
relation are called the ends of Γ. It is well-known that all connected, locally finite,
vertex-transitive graphs have 0, 1, 2 or 2ℵ0 many ends. Representative examples for
each type are as follows: the 3-regular tree has infinitely many ends, a two-way
infinite “ladder” has two ends, the graph Zˆ Z has one end and finite graphs have
no ends.
A (possibly empty) set W of vertices of a graph or digraph Γ is called a cut set
if the induced (di)graph ΓzW is not connected. If W is a cut set and consists of
a single vertex, that vertex is called a cut vertex. We say that Γ is k-connected
if |V Γ| ą k and every vertex set W satisfying |W | ă k is not a cut set. If there
exists some integer k such that Γ is k-connected but not pk ` 1q-connected, then
Γ has connectivity k. Thus Γ has connectivity zero if and only if Γ is disconnected
or consists of a single vertex. An infinite, connected and vertex transitive graph or
digraph has connectivity one if and only every vertex is a cut vertex.
Suppose Γ is a graph (resp. digraph) with connectivity one. The lobes of Γ are
connected subgraphs (resp. subdigraphs) that are maximal subject to the condition
that they have connectivity at least two. Let L be the set of lobes of Γ, and for a
vertex γ P V Γ, let Lpγq be the set of lobes that contain γ.
The block-cut-vertex tree T of Γ has vertex set V T :“ V Γ Y L and edge set
ET :“ ttγ,Λu : γ P V Γ & Λ P Lpγqu. It is important to notice that each element
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in L is represented by a single vertex in T , and that V Γ and L form the two parts
of the natural bipartition of T .
If every vertex in V Γ lies in at least two lobes, and every lobe in Γ contains at
least two vertices, then any group G ď Aut Γ induces a faithful action on T . This
observation will play an important role in our analysis.
Suppose m ě 2 is a cardinal number and Λ is a vertex-transitive digraph with
at least three vertices and connectivity at least two. Recall from Section 1.3 the
graph ΓpΛ,mq. This graph has connectivity one, and every vertex lies in precisely
m lobes and every lobe is isomorphic (as a digraph) to Λ. The block-cut-vertex
tree of ΓpΛ,mq is the p|V Λ|,mq-biregular tree.
Example 16. In Figure 1, an infinite digraph with connectivity one is pictured
(left) with its block-cut-vertex tree (right). The infinite digraph is ΓpK4, 3q, where
K4 denotes the complete digraph on 4 vertices.
A locally finite, connected graph Θ has more than one end if and only if there
exists a finite set F of vertices such that Θ has two distinct components that both
contain rays.
Recall that the Cartesian product of two graphs, Γ and Σ, is denoted ΓΣ. The
vertex set of ΓΣ is the Cartesian product V Γ ˆ V Σ, with vertices pα1, α2q and
pβ1, β2q adjacent in ΓΣ if and only if either (i) α1 “ β1 and α2 and β2 are adjacent
in Σ; or (ii) α2 “ β2 and α1 and β1 are adjacent in Γ. An equivalent definition of
the edge relation is the following: vertices pα1, α2q and pβ1, β2q are adjacent in ΓΣ
if and only if dΓpα1, β1q`dΣpα2, β2q “ 1. It is well-known (and easy to prove) that
the Cartesian product of two infinite, connected, locally finite graphs has precisely
one end.
Now we consider the relationship between the ends of two connected, locally
finite graphs that are quasi-isometric. Here we follow [21, Section 3.1.1]. Let Γ be
a connected and locally finite graph. If E is the set of ends of Γ, then one can turn
Γ Y E into a compact topological space as follows. Call a subset C Ď V Γ a cut if
the number of vertices in Γ that are adjacent to some vertex in C is finite. If a
cut C contains a ray belonging to some end , then we say that  is contained in
C. The set of ends contained in C is denoted EpCq. A basis for the topology on
Γ Y E is then tC Y EpCq : C is a cutu. Under this topology we can think of E as
a topological space, called the end space of Γ.
Recall that two metric spaces pX, dXq and pY, dY q are quasi-isometric if there
exists a function f : X Ñ Y and constants a ě 1 and b ě 0 such that for all points
x, x1 P X and all points y P Y , the following holds:
(i) 1adXpx, x1q ´ ba ď dY pfpxq, fpx1qq ď adXpx, x1q ` ab
(ii) dY py, fpXqq ď b.
We can consider Γ to be a metric space under its distance metric. Two locally
finite connected graphs that are quasi-isometric have homeomorphic end spaces.
2.2. Permutation groups. Let Ω be a set. We write Sym pΩq to denote the group
of all permutations of Ω. If G ď Sym pΩq we say that G is a permutation group. At
times, we will write a permutation group as pG,Ωq.
Let G ď Sym pΩq be nontrivial and transitive. The degree of G is the cardinal
|Ω|. For α P Ω and g P G we denote the image of α under g by αg, following the
convention that our permutations act from the right. This notation extends to sets,
so for a subset Φ Ď Ω we have Φg “ tαg : α P Φu. The set αG “ tαg : g P Gu
denotes an orbit of G, and if Ω consists of a single orbit we say that G is transitive.
We define the pointwise stabiliser of Φ in G by
GpΦq :“ tg P G : αg “ α, for all α P Φu,
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and the setwise stabiliser of Φ in G by
GtΦu :“ tg P G : αg P Φ ðñ α P Φu.
In the special case where Φ contains only a single element α, we write Gα instead of
Gptαuq and call Gα the stabiliser of α in G. A permutation group whose stabilisers
are all trivial is said to be semi-regular; a transitive and semi-regular group is said
to be regular. The orbits of any point stabiliser Gα are called suborbits of G, and
the cardinality of any suborbit is called a subdegree of G. A suborbit of cardinality
one is called trivial. If βGα is any suborbit, and αg “ β, then the pair of βGα is
pαg´1qGα .
If H ď Sym pΛq is another permutation group, a permutation isomorphism from
G to H is a pair pφ, θq such that φ : GÑ H is an isomorphism and θ : Ω Ñ Λ is a
bijection with θpαgq “ θpαqφpgq for all α P Ω and all g P G. If we wish to restrict
the domain of a function φ to some subset Y , then we write φ
ˇˇ
Y
. We extend this
notation to permutation groups in the following way: if G leaves invariant some
subset Λ Ď Ω then the action of G on Λ induces a subgroup of Sym pΛq, and we
denote this group by G
ˇˇ
Λ
.
Recall that G is primitive if it preserves no equivalence relation on Ω except for
the two obvious relations: the trivial relation (in which everything in Ω is related
only to itself), and the universal relation (in which everything in Ω is related to
everything else). It is well-known that the following are equivalent:
(i) G is primitive on Ω;
(ii) For all α P Ω the stabiliser Gα is a maximal subgroup of G;
(iii) Ω is the only nontrivial block of G (where a nontrivial block of G is a subset
∆ Ď Ω containing at least two elements that satisfies the condition that
for all g P G either ∆X∆g “ ∆ or H).
(iv) For all distinct α, β P Ω the digraph pΩ, tα, βuGq is connected.
The orbits of a normal subgroup N EG form a G-invariant equivalence relation.
Therefore, all nontrivial normal subgroups of primitive permutation groups are
transitive.
Condition iv above is called Higman’s criterion (see [17, 1.12]). From it, one
can easily deduce the following: if G is primitive and any suborbit and its pair are
finite, then Ω is countable and G is subdegree-finite.
Let us now turn our attention to wreath products. In this paper, we will always
be taking the wreath product of an arbitrary permutation group G ď Sym pΩq and
a finite permutation group H ď Sm, for some m ě 2, and our notation will reflect
this. Recall that the wreath product of G and H has two natural actions: one
on Ω ˆ t1, . . . ,mu that we call the imprimitive action and the other on Ωm that
we call the product action. We denote the permutation group resulting from the
imprimitive action by G oH, and the permutation group resulting from the product
action by GWrH. The two actions are given explicitly below.
Fix pg1, . . . , gm;hq in the wreath product of G and H, fix pα, iq P Ωˆt1, . . . ,mu
and fix pα1, . . . , αmq P Ωm. Then:
‚ in G oH we have pα, iqpg1,...,gm;hq “ pαgi , ihq
‚ in GWrH we have pα1, . . . , αmqpg1,...,gm;hq “
´
α
g
1h
´1
1h´1
, . . . , α
g
mh
´1
mh´1
¯
2.3. Topological groups. Let G be a topological group. It is totally disconnected
and locally compact if it is both of these things as a topological space. In this paper
we don’t explicitly assume that our topological groups are Hausdorff, but totally
disconnected groups are always Hausdorff.
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A subgroup H ď G is cocompact if the quotient space G{H is compact under
the quotient topology. ßA group is topologically simple if it contains no proper
nontrivial closed normal subgroups. Similarly, a subgroup H ď G is topologically
characteristic if H is a closed subgroup which is preserved by every topological
group automorphism of G. If there exists a compact subset S Ď G such that G
can be generated (as an abstract group) by S, then we say that G is compactly
generated.
In the introduction we defined the permutation topology for Sym pΩq, but usually
it is defined more generally. We do this here. Let G be an abstract group acting
on a set Ω. This action gives rise to a topology on G. The permutation topology
takes as a neighbourhood basis of the identity the pointwise stabilisers in G of finite
subsets of Ω. That is, a neighbourhood basis of the identity is,
tGpΦq : Φ Ď Ω, |Φ| P Nu.
It is easy to see that the following are true for G as a topological group under
this topology: (i) a subgroup H ď G is open if and only if H contains GpΦq for
some finite Φ Ď Ω; (ii) G is Hausdorff if and only if the action of G is faithful; and
(iii) G is totally disconnected if and only if G is faithful. We say that G is closed if
its image in Sym pΩq is closed under the permutation topology.
Cocompactness has the following natural interpretation.
Proposition 17 ([29, Lemma 7.5]). Let G be a topological group. If G is acting
transitively on a set Ω, and the stabiliser of a point Gα for α P Ω is compact and
open (for example G could be a closed subdegree-finite permutation group), then
H ď G is cocompact if and only if it has finitely many orbits on Ω.
Let G be a topological group. Recall that a connected graph Γ of bounded
valency is said to be a Cayley–Abels graph (also called a rough Cayley graph) for G
if G acts vertex transitively on Γ and the stabilisers of vertices are compact and
open subgroups of G (see [10, Definition 19.6] and [21, Definition 2.1]).
Theorem 18 ([21, Theorem 2.2]). Let G be a tdlc group. Then G has a Cayley–
Abels graph if and only if G is compactly generated.
Recall from Section 2.1 that two connected, locally finite graphs that are quasi-
isometric have the same end space (up to homeomorphism).
Theorem 19 ([21, Theorem 2.7]). Let G be a compactly generated tdlc group. Any
two Cayley–Abels graphs of G are quasi-isometric.
Thus the space of ends of a compactly generated tdlc group is defined to be the
space of ends of one of its Cayley–Abels graphs.
2.4. Permutation groups as topological groups. Readers interested in the
interplay between permutation groups and topological groups are referred to [29].
Recall that a permutation group G ď Sym pΩq is a topological group under the
permutation topology. One can easily show that G is closed if and only if some
point stabiliser Gα is closed, and a subgroup H of G is open in G if and only if
it contains the pointwise stabiliser GpΦq for some finite subset Φ Ď Ω. Thus G is
discrete if and only if the pointwise stabiliser in G of some finite set is trivial and if
G is subdegree-finite, then G is discrete if and only if all point stabilisers in G are
finite.
If G is subdegree-finite and closed, then it is not difficult to show that any point
stabiliser Gα is compact (see [45, Proof of Lemma 1] for example). Since Gα is open
by definition, it follows then that G is tdlc with compact open point stabilisers.
Hence if G is closed, transitive and has a connected and locally finite orbital graph
Γ, then Γ is a Cayley–Abels graph for G and G is compactly generated.
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Remark 20. Suppose Ω is a countable set. For any group G ď Sym pΩq it is
well-known that G contains a countable subgroup H such that, in the permutation
topology on Sym pΩq, the closure of H is equal to the closure of G. Indeed, note
that the set of all finite tuples of elements in Ω is countable, and so in particular
the set of all pairs of tuples that lie in the same G orbit is countable. For each pair
pα, βq of finite tuples that lie in the same G orbit, choose an element in G that maps
α to β, and let H be the group generated by these elements. Now H is countable
because it is countably generated, and G “ H because for all finite tuples α of Ω,
the orbits αG and αH are equal.
The following is widely known, but we include the proof for completeness.
Lemma 21. Suppose Ω is countable and H ď G ď Sym pΩq, with G closed. Then
for all g P G the centralizer CGpgq is closed, CGpHq is closed, and if H is closed
then NGpHq is closed.
Proof. Enumerate the elements of Ω as tα1, α2, . . .u. Suppose pgnq is some conver-
gent sequence of permutations, with each gi P G. Since G is closed, the limit ` of
the sequence pgnq lies in G. If g P G and each gi is in CGpgq, then g´1i g´1gig “ 1
and therefore `´1g´1`g “ 1. Hence CGpgq is closed. Similarly, if each gi is in
CGpHq and h P H, then `´1h´1`h “ 1. Hence CGpHq is closed. Finally, suppose
that H is closed, each gi lies in NGpHq, and h P H. Then g´1i h´1gih P H for all i,
and therefore `´1h´1`h P H. Hence NGpHq is closed. 
The following useful theorem of David M. Evans does not require the continuum
hypothesis.
Theorem 22 ([14, Theorem 1.1]). Suppose Ω is countable. If G and H are closed
subgroups of Sym pΩq with H ď G, then either |G : H| “ 2ℵ0 or H contains the
pointwise stabiliser in G of some finite subset of Ω. 
2.5. The quasi-center of a permutation group. The quasi-centre plays an
important role in determining the structure of tdlc groups. Here we give an in-
terpretation for permutation groups, and prove some known properties using short
permutational arguments. The advantage for us of this approach is that we will
obtain a permutational statement that doesn’t require topological conditions. This
is something we will need later in the paper.
In [4], the quasi-center of a topological group H is defined as QZpHq :“ th P H :
CHphq is openu, where CHphq denotes the centralizer in H of h. There is a natural
interpretation of this definition for permutation groups: for a countable set Ω and
a permutation group G ď Sym pΩq, the quasi-center of G is,
QZpGq :“ tg P G : GpΦq ď CGpgq for some finite Φ Ă Ωu.
The following is known for tdlc groups.
Proposition 23. Suppose Ω is countable and G ď Sym pΩq. If G is closed, then
QZpGq is the union of all countable normal subgroups of G.
Proof. Suppose G is closed. By Lemma 21, CGpgq is closed for all g P G. Hence,
by Theorem 22,
g P QZpGq ðñ |G : CGpgq| ď ℵ0.
Now G acts on itself by conjugation. The stabiliser of g P G under this action is
CGpgq, and the orbit gG has cardinality |G : CGpgq| and is contained in the normal
subgroup xgGyEG.
If g P G lies in some countable normal subgroup N of G, then we have |G :
CGpgq| “ |gG| ď |N | ď ℵ0, and hence g P QZpGq. On the other hand, if g P QZpGq
then by definition there is a finite subset Φ of the countable set Ω such that GpΦq ď
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CGpgq. Hence for g P QZpGq we have ℵ0 ě |G : GpΦq| “ |G : CGpgq||CGpgq :
GpΦq| ě |G : CGpgq| “ |gG|. Since gG is countable we know xgGy is countable.
Hence g is contained in the countable normal subgroup xgGyEG. 
For tdlc groupsH, it is well known that the quasi-centerQZpHq is a topologically
characteristic subgroup of H. For permutation groups, we have the following.
Proposition 24. Suppose Ω is countable and G ď Sym pΩq. Then QZpGq is a
normal subgroup of NSym pΩqpGq.
Proof. Suppose g P QZpGq and h P NSym pΩqpGq. By definition, there exists a
finite set Φ Ď Ω such that GpΦq ď CGpgq. Now gh P G and GpΦhq “ h´1GpΦqh ď
h´1CGpgqh “ CGpghq. Hence gh P QZpGq. 
The following results can be found in [4]. The proofs given in [4] are topological.
For completeness here we give short permutational arguments.
Lemma 25 ([4, 1.3.2–1.3.6]). Let Γ be a connected locally finite graph and H,G ď
Aut Γ. If H has only finitely many orbits on the vertex set V Γ then,
(i) H contains a finitely generated subgroup which also has only finitely many
orbits on V Γ;
(ii) the centralizer CAut ΓpHq has no infinite point stabiliser;
(iii) if H has no infinite point stabiliser, then NAut ΓpHq has no infinite point
stabiliser; and
(iv) if rH,Gs has no infinite point stabiliser, then G has no infinite point sta-
biliser;
(v) if G has an infinite point stabiliser, then QZpGq has infinitely many orbits
on V Γ.
Proof. Suppose H has only finitely many orbits on the vertices of Γ. Part (i) of the
lemma is obviously true.
Let Φ be a set of orbit representatives for H on the vertices of Γ. Notice that
Φ is finite. Let C :“ CAut ΓpHq. The pointwise stabiliser CpΦq commutes with H
and so it fixes V “ ΦH pointwise; hence CpΦq is trivial. Since Φ is finite and Γ is
locally finite and connected, we know that for all α P V Γ the orbit ΦCα must be
finite. Hence |Cα : Cα X CpΦq| is finite. Since CpΦq is trivial, Cα is finite. Hence
part (ii) is true.
Note that if K ď Aut pΓq has only finitely many orbits on V Γ, then (ii) implies
that G has no infinite point stabilisers whenever the following condition holds:
Gp∆q ď CAut ΓpKq for some finite subset ∆ Ď V Γ.
For now we ignore part (iii) and instead prove part (iv). Let S be some finite
subset of H such that xSy has only finitely many orbits, and if necessary extend
S so that it is symmetric (i.e. for every s P S, s´1 P S) and contains the identity.
Suppose that all point stabilisers in rH,Gs are finite. There exists a finite set
∆1 Ď V Γ such that rH,Gsp∆1q is trivial. Let ∆ :“ tδs : s P S, δ P ∆1u. For any
s P S, elements in rs,Gp∆qs fix ∆1 pointwise and therefore lie in rH,Gsp∆1q, which is
trivial. Hence Gp∆q ď CAut ΓpxSyq. As noted earlier in the proof, this implies that
G has no infinite point stabilisers. Hence part (iv) is true.
We now prove part (iii). Suppose H has no infinite point stabiliser. If N :“
NAut ΓpHq, then rH,N s ď H has no infinite point stabiliser, and so by (iv) it
follows that N has no infinite point stabiliser. Hence (iii) is true.
Finally we prove part (v). Suppose QZpGq has only finitely many orbits on V Γ.
By (i), there is a finite subset S :“ ts1, . . . , smu Ď QZpGq such that xSy has only
finitely many orbits on V Γ. Each si P S lies in QZpGq, so there exist finite sets of
vertices ∆i Ď V Γ such that Gp∆iq ď CAut Γpsiq for all i. The set ∆ :“
Ťm
i“1 ∆i is
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finite and Gp∆q ď CAut ΓpxSyq. As noted earlier in the proof, this implies that G
has no infinite point stabiliser. Hence (v) is true. 
We conclude with a small but useful lemma.
Lemma 26. Let Γ be a connected locally finite graph and suppose G ď Aut Γ has
an infinite point stabiliser. If every nontrivial normal subgroup of G has finitely
many orbits on V Γ, then the quasi-center of any N EG is trivial. Moreover, if N
is closed in Aut Γ, then N has no nontrivial countable normal subgroups.
Proof. Suppose every nontrivial normal subgroup of G has finitely many orbits
on V Γ, and let N be a nontrivial normal subgroup of G. By Lemma 25(iii) it
follows that N has an infinite point stabiliser. Hence by Lemma 25(v), QZpNq has
infinitely many orbits on V Γ.
By Proposition 24 (which applies because V Γ is countable), QZpNqENSym pV ΓqpNq.
Since QZpNq ď N ď G ď NSym pV ΓqpNq, it follows that QZpNq E G. The quasi-
center QZpNq is thus a normal subgroup of G with infinitely many orbits and
consequently QZpNq must be trivial.
If N is closed in Aut Γ then it is closed in Sym pV Γq, and therefore by Proposi-
tion 23, QZpNq (which we have shown to be trivial) is the union of all countable
normal subgroups of N . 
2.6. Box products and fibrelobes. In [41] a new product for permutation groups
was introduced, called the box product, denoted by the symbol . This new product
will play an important role in our classification, primarily because the box product
and the unrestricted wreath product in its product action preserve primitivity under
strikingly similar conditions.
Theorem 27 ([41, Theorem 26]). Given permutation groups G1 and G2 of nontriv-
ial degree, the permutation group G1G2 is primitive if and only if G1 is primitive
but not regular, and G2 is transitive.
Compare this with the well-known primitivity conditions for the unrestricted
wreath product in its product action (see [13, Lemma 2.7A] for example).
Proposition 28. Given permutation groups G1 and G2 of nontrivial degree, the
permutation group G1 WrG2 is primitive in its product action if and only if G1 is
primitive but not regular, and G2 is transitive and finite.
Although  and Wr preserve primitivity under similar conditions, they are thor-
oughly dissimilar. For example, S3  S2 has cardinality 2ℵ0 , while S3 WrS2 is
finite.
We give a brief description of the construction of the box product here and
summarise some of its relevant properties; for more details see [41].
Definition 29. Suppose G1 ď Sym pX1q and G2 ď Sym pX2q are permutation
groups of nontrivial degree, where X1 and X2 are disjoint and may be finite or
infinite. The box product G1G2 is constructed by colouring the arcs of a biregular
tree.
Let T denote the p|X1|, |X2|q-biregular tree, with V1 and V2 denoting the two
parts of the natural bipartition of the vertices of T , such that all vertices in Vi have
valency |Xi|, for i “ 1, 2. Recall that between any two adjacent vertices of T there
are two arcs, one in each direction. Let Apvq (resp. Apvq) denote the set of arcs of
T whose origin (resp. terminal) vertex is v, and let Bpvq denote the set of vertices
at distance one from v in T .
An arc colouring is a function L : AT Ñ X1 YX2 such that for all i P t1, 2u and
for all v P Vi, the restriction L
ˇˇ
Apvq : Apvq Ñ Xi is a bijection. An arc colouring is
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legal if the map Lˇˇ
Apvq is constant for all v P V T . We will call a legal arc colouring
a legal colouring. It is a simple matter to check that one may always find a legal
colouring L for the biregular tree T . For an arc colouring L, a vertex v P V T and
an automorphism g P Aut T that setwise stabilises V1 and V2, we define,
θpg, v,Lq :“ Lˇˇ´1
Apvq ˝ g
ˇˇ
Apvq ˝ L
ˇˇ
Apgvq.
Our convention in this paper is that groups act on the right, and (to simplify our
notation) this applies also to arc colourings and to θpg, v,Lq. Note that in [41] it is
the convention that groups and colourings act on the left, and so the definition of
θ given in [41] is the reverse of that given here.
Choose a legal colouring L. For i “ 1, 2 define,
Ui :“ tg P pAut T qtViu : θpg, v,Lq P Gi, @v P Viu,
and set ULpG1, G2q :“ U1 XU2. The definition of ULpG1, G2q is a generalisation of
the Burger–Mozes universal group (see [4]).
It is shown in [41, Proposition 11] that a different choice of legal colouring gives
rise to a permutation group that is conjugate to ULpG1, G2q in Aut T . In fact
something slightly stronger is established in the proof, which we state here.
Proposition 30 ([41, Proposition 11 & proof]). If L and L1 are legal colourings,
then ULpG1, G2q and UL1pG1, G2q are conjugate in the setwise stabiliser pAut T qtV1u.
We shall say that a group H ď Aut T is locally-pG1, G2q if H fixes setwise the
parts V1 and V2, and for all vertices v of T the stabiliser Hv induces a permutation
group on Bpvq that is permutationally isomorphic to G1 if v P V1, and G2 if v P V2.
Proposition 31 ([41, Proposition 12]). If G1 and G2 are transitive and H ď Aut T
is locally-pG1, G2q then H ď UL1pG1, G2q for some legal colouring L1.
Definition 32. The box product G1LG2 is defined to be the subgroup of Sym pV2q
induced by the action of ULpG1, G2q on V2.
In light of Proposition 31, we will usually write UpG1, G2q and G1 G2 instead
of ULpG1, G2q and G1 L G2. Note that UpG1, G2q acts faithfully on V2, and the
action of G1  G2 on V2 induces a faithful action of G1  G2 on T . As noted
in [41, Remark 4], it is easy to see that UpG1, G2q and G1  G2 are isomorphic
as topological groups, although they of course are not isomorphic as permutation
groups.
Theorem 33 ([41, Theorem 1, Remark 5, Theorem 26 & Proposition 27]). Suppose
that G1 ď Sym pX1q and G2 ď Sym pX2q are permutation groups of nontrivial
degree, with at least one of G1 or G2 nontrivial. Then the following hold:
(i) UpG1, G2q ď Aut T is locally-pG1, G2q;
(ii) If G1 and G2 are closed, then UpG1, G2q is closed (and hence G1 G2 is
also closed);
(iii) If G1 and G2 are generated by point stabilisers, then UpG1, G2q is simple
if and only if G1 or G2 is transitive;
(iv) UpG1, G2q is discrete if and only if G1 and G2 are semiregular;
(v) If H1 ď G1 and H2 ď G2, then UpH1, H2q ď UpG1, G2q;
(vi) G1 G2 is transitive if and only if G1 is transitive; and
(vii) G1  G2 is subdegree-finite if and only if G1 is subdegree-finite and all
orbits of G2 are finite.
Definition 34. The tree T is called the structure tree of G1  G2 and for each
vertex v P V1, the set Bpvq is called a lobe of G1  G2. The elements of V2 are
called the points of G1G2. The lobes of a box product and the fibres of a wreath
product in its product action play similar roles.
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Remark 35. There is a natural and intuitive way of picturing the box product of
two nontrivial transitive permutation groups, G1 and G2.
Let ni be the (not necessarily finite) degree of Gi, for i “ 1, 2. Recall the
definition of the tree-like graph ΓpKn1 , n2q from Section 1.3. Write Θ :“ ΓpKn1 , n2q,
so Θ is a connectivity one graph whose lobes are complete graphs. For γ P VΘ
define Lpγq to be the set of lobes of Θ containing γ. Let H be the set of subgroups
H of Aut Θ that satisfy both of the following conditions:
(i) for all lobes Λ of Θ the induced permutation group HtV Λu
ˇˇ
V Λ
is permuta-
tion isomorphic to G1; and
(ii) for all vertices γ in Θ we have that Hγ
ˇˇ
Lpγq is permutation isomorphic to
G2.
Up to permutation isomorphism, G1  G2 is the unique maximal element in H.
Moreover, each lobe of G1  G2 is the vertex set of a lobe of ΓpKn1 , n2q, and the
structure tree of G1 G2 is the block-cut-vertex tree of ΓpKn1 , n2q.
The above remark is a formalisation of the intuitive sense of the box product
given in the introduction, Section 1.3.
Example 36. Let D8 be the dihedral group acting on four points and consider
G :“ D8  S3. The group G acts as a group of automorphisms of the graph
ΓpK4, 3q pictured in Figure 1 (left) alongside the structure tree of G (right). Notice
that G is the largest subgroup of Aut ΓpK4, 3q that satisfies conditions (i) and (ii)
of Remark 35.
One could use the same graph, ΓpK4, 3q, to understand D8  C3 and S8  S3,
for example.
Figure 1. ΓpK4, 3q (left) and its block-cut-vertex tree (right)
Example 37. Let Λ be a vertex- and edge-transitive connected graph with con-
nectivity at least two. Then pAut Λq Sn “ Aut ΓpΛ, nq.
3. The proof part I: Normal subgroups
In this section we investigate the normal subgroup structure of subdegree-finite
primitive permutation groups, culminating in the proof of Theorem 6.
Henceforth, fix an infinite set Ω and a primitive permutation group G ď Sym pΩq
that is closed in the permutation topology. Let α, β P Ω be distinct and suppose
βGα is a finite nontrivial suborbit whose pair is also finite. Let Γ be the orbital
graph with vertex set Ω and edge-set tα, βuG.
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Remark 38. It is well-known that under these conditions Ω must be countably
infinite, and all suborbits of G must be finite, so G P P. Indeed, it is not difficult to
see that the valency of α in Γ is finite, and because Γ is vertex transitive it follows
that Γ is locally finite. There is a natural G-invariant equivalence relation on the
vertices of Γ, whereby two vertices are related if and only if they are connected.
Since G is primitive, this relation must be universal and Γ is therefore connected.
The observation that Ω is countably infinite and all suborbits of G are finite now
follows immediately. Since all suborbits of G are finite, for any pair of distinct
vertices α1, β1 P Ω, the orbital graph pΩ, tα1, β1uGq is connected and locally finite.
The normal subgroup structure of infinite primitive permutation groups with
finite point stabilisers was determined in [40].
Proposition 39 ([40, Theorems 2.2 & 2.3]). An infinite primitive permutation
group with a finite point stabiliser has a unique (nontrivial) minimal normal sub-
group that is the direct product of finitely many infinite nonabelian simple groups.
These simple groups are pairwise isomorphic and are permuted transitively under
conjugation by the finite stabiliser.
Since all subgroups in a discrete group are closed, Proposition 39 implies that
Theorem 6 holds when G is discrete. Theorem 6 for nondiscrete groups can be
established in a number of ways. The proof we give below is permutational and
mirrors, as far as possible, the standard argument for finite groups; we exploit the
topology of G only where strictly necessary.
There is an alternative approach that is topological, in which most of Theo-
rem 6 (for nondiscrete groups) can be deduced from a theorem of P. E. Caprace
and N. Monod ([7, Theorem E]). We briefly sketch this topological approach here.
Caprace and Monod’s theorem states that if H is a compactly generated non-
compact locally compact group in which every nontrivial closed normal subgroup
is cocompact, then H is either discrete or monolithic with monolith B, and in
the latter case B is isomorphic to Rn or B is a quasi-product with finitely many
isomorphic topologically simple groups as quasi-factors. As a topological group,
our permutation group G is totally disconnected and locally compact. The point
stabilisers Gα and Gβ are compact (they have only orbits of finite length) and max-
imal (because G is primitive) and so G is generated by the compact set Gα YGβ .
Because G is primitive, all its closed nontrivial normal subgroups are transitive and
therefore cocompact. Because Gα is open and |G : Gα| is infinite, G cannot be
compact. Hence Caprace and Monod’s theorem applies to G, and one can see that
if G is not discrete then it is monolithic and the monolith of G is a quasi-product
with finitely many isomorphic topologically simple groups as quasi-factors.
Proof of Theorem 6. Recall that G ď Aut Γ, where Γ is infinite, connected and
locally finite with V Γ “ Ω. Let X denote the set of neighbours of α in Γ.
First, suppose N E G is nontrivial. Then N is transitive. If G has no infinite
point stabiliser, then N has no infinite point stabiliser. On the other hand, if N has
no infinite point stabiliser, then G has no infinite point stabiliser by Lemma 25(iii).
Hence G has an infinite point stabiliser if and only if N has an infinite point
stabiliser.
If G is discrete, then we have already seen that the result holds, so assume G is
nondiscrete. We claim that if N E G is closed and nontrivial, then QZpNq “ x1y
and N has a nontrivial minimal closed normal subgroup. Our proof of this claim is
similar to that of [4, Lemma 1.4.1]. Indeed, suppose N EG is closed and nontrivial.
Because G is primitive, N is transitive. By assumption, G is not discrete and
therefore has no finite point stabilisers. Hence, by Lemma 25(iii) it follows that
N also has no finite point stabilisers and by Lemma 26 we have QZpNq “ x1y.
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Let N denote the set of all nontrivial closed normal subgroups of N . Suppose
N1 ě N2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ is a chain in N . For each Ni the stabiliser pNiqα induces a
permutation group Fi on the finite set X. If some Fi is trivial then (because N is
transitive, Γ is connected, and Ni E N) the stabiliser pNiqα must fix every vertex
of Γ, so it must be trivial; hence Ni is countable and is thus contained in QZpNq
by Proposition 23, but QZpNq is trivial. Hence each Fi is finite and nontrivial,
so there exists some nontrivial f P F which is contained in all of them. For each
i ě 1, let Pi be the preimage of f in pNiqα. It is easy to see that each Pi is closed
and contained in the compact group Nα; since tPiuiPN enjoys the finite intersection
property, it follows that P :“ Şiě1 Pi is nonempty. Because f is nontrivial, P is
nontrivial. One can now easily verify that
Ş
iě1Ni is closed, nontrivial and normal
in N , and so it lies in N . Hence, by Zorn’s Lemma, the set N contains a minimal
element, and our claim is established.
By our claim, we have that G has a nontrivial closed minimal normal subgroup
B and QZpGq “ x1y; applying the claim again, this time to B, we have that
B also has a nontrivial closed minimal normal subgroup K and QZpBq “ x1y.
By Proposition 23 we have that G and B have no nontrivial countable normal
subgroups, and so in particular point stabilisers in K are infinite.
Note that B is the unique minimal closed normal subgroup of G. Indeed, if
H ­“ B is a minimal closed normal subgroup of G then BXH is closed and normal
in G and therefore BXH is trivial. This implies that H ď CSym pΩqpBq. Because B
is transitive, it is well-known (see [13, Theorem 4.2A] for example) that CSym pΩqpBq
must be semiregular. Hence H is a countable normal subgroup of G, and so by
Proposition 23 we have H ď QZpGq and thus H is trivial.
Now choose a countable subgroup V ď G such that the closure V of V is equal
to G (see Remark 20). Let KV :“ tKv : v P V u and U :“ xKh : h P V y. Note that
U ď B. Clearly U is normalised by V and so U is normalised by V “ G. Therefore
U is a closed nontrivial normal subgroup of G and (because B is unique) we have
B ď U . Hence U “ B.
We claim that KGα is finite and contains every nontrivial minimal closed normal
subgroup of B. Our proof of this claim was inspired by the proof of [4, Proposition
1.5.1]. Suppose that J is a minimal closed normal subgroup of B and J R KV . For
any v P V the group J XKv is a closed normal subgroup of B and so it is trivial.
Hence J ď CSym pΩqpUq. Now U is transitive because U “ B is transitive and so
again we have that CSym pΩqpUq is semiregular. Therefore J is a countable normal
subgroup of B and so, by Proposition 23, J ď QZpBq. Since QZpBq is trivial, J
is trivial, and thus KV contains every nontrivial minimal closed normal subgroup
of B. Now B is transitive on Ω, so G “ BGα. Hence KV “ KG “ KBGα “ KGα .
Therefore KGα contains every nontrivial minimal closed normal subgroup of B.
Since KGα , being equal to KV , is countable, |Gα : NGαpKq| ď ℵ0. Since Gα is
closed, NGαpKq is closed (by Lemma 21) and we may apply Theorem 22 to deduce
that there exists some finite set Φ Ď Ω whose pointwise stabiliser in Gα is contained
in NGαpKq. Since |Gα : Gα XGpΦq| is finite, |Gα : NGαpKq| is finite, and therefore
KGα is finite. Hence our claim is true.
WriteKGα as tK1, . . . ,Kmu, withm P N andK “ K1, and letM :“ xK1, . . . ,Kmy.
Note that M ď B and M E BGα “ G. Hence M “ B. Note also that Ki XKj is
trivial for i ­“ j.
It is now easy to see that K is topologically simple. Indeed, if K has a non-
trivial closed normal subgroup N , then N is normalised by K1 and centralised by
K2, . . . ,Km, and so N EM “ B. Since K is a minimal closed normal subgroup of
B it follows that N “ K.
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IfK is abelian thenM is an abelian normal subgroup ofG, and so in particularM
is abelian and transitive. Hence any element in Ω can be written αh for some h PM ,
and we have pαhqMα “ tαhu. Therefore Mα is trivial, which is impossible because
G has no countable nontrivial normal subgroups. Hence K must be nonabelian.
Moreover, by Lemma 21, ZpKq is a closed normal subgroup of K and so it must
be trivial.
Finally, we claim that M “ K1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKm. Indeed, suppose the claim is false.
Let j be minimal such that xK1, . . . ,Kjy ­“ K1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Kj , and note that j ą 1.
Then there exists some nontrivial x P Kj X pK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKj´1q. For 1 ď i ď j ´ 1
let ki be the projection of x into Ki. Since x P Kj we have that x centralises each
Ki, and thus ki P ZpKiq for each i. However, this is absurd because each ZpKiq is
trivial. Our claim stands. 
Henceforth, B is the unique minimal closed normal subgroup of G, where B is
the closure of M “ K1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Km, for some pairwise isomorphic closed infinite
nonabelian topologically simple groups K1, . . . ,Km, and some finite m ě 1. Since
B is a nontrivial normal subgroup of the primitive permutation group G, it follows
that B, and hence M , must act transitively on Ω.
Let K :“ K1. Because Gα acts transitively on tK1, . . . ,Kmu, we can choose
T :“ tg1, . . . , gmu Ď Gα such that g1 “ 1 and Ki “ Kgi for 1 ď i ď m. Note that
T is a right transversal of NGpKq in G.
We conclude this section by noting that G acts faithfully as a group of automor-
phisms of M and B.
Lemma 40. If Gα is not finite, then QZpGq is trivial, M is not countable and Mα
and Bα are infinite, with |Bα| “ 2ℵ0 .
Proof. Suppose Gα is not finite. Since G is primitive, every nontrivial normal
subgroup of G is transitive on Ω “ V Γ. Hence QZpGq is trivial and G has no
nontrivial countable normal subgroups by Lemma 26. Hence M is not countable.
Now M is transitive on Ω, so |M : Mα| “ ℵ0. Thus Mα and Bα are infinite. Since
B is closed, it follows from Theorem 22 that |Bα| “ 2ℵ0 . 
Proposition 41. M ď G ď Aut M and B ď G ď Aut B.
Proof. Since M is nontrivial and normal in G, it is transitive on Ω. Now C :“
CGpMqENGpMq “ G, and so C is either trivial or transitive.
Let us first suppose that C is transitive. Then CSym pΩqpMq is transitive, which
implies M is regular (see [13, Theorem 4.2A] for example). Since point stabilisers
in M are trivial, it follows from Lemma 40 that Gα is finite and thus that G is
discrete. Hence M is closed, and therefore M “ B is the unique minimal normal
subgroup of G. Since C is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G, it must therefore be
the case that M ď C. This is absurd, however, because M is nonabelian.
Hence C is trivial. Since G acts on M by conjugation, and the kernel of this
action is C, the result follows. Because CGpBq ď CGpMq, it also follows that
G ď Aut B. 
Remark 42. Note that m “ 1 if and only if G is almost topologically simple.
Indeed, if m “ 1 then B “ M “ K1 and G is almost topologically simple. Con-
versely, if G is almost topologically simple then there is a closed normal nonabelian
topologically simple group N E G such that N ď G ď Aut N . As noted above,
B is the unique minimal closed normal subgroup of G, so in this case B “ N is
topologically simple and m “ 1.
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4. The proof part II: G is not almost topologically simple
In this section we investigate the structure of G when m ą 1. We prove the
following result, which establishes most attributes of the PA case of Theorem 5.
Proposition 43. Suppose G P P is infinite. If G is not almost topologically simple
then G has precisely one end and there exists a nontrivial finite transitive group
F ď Sm and an infinite, almost topologically simple group H P P such that (up to
permutation isomorphism) G is a primitive, fibrelobe-full subgroup of H WrF acting
via its product action, with sdpHq ď sdpGq, and K1 is the unique closed minimal
normal subgroup of H. Furthermore, G is discrete if and only if H is discrete.
The above result should look familiar to readers, since (ignoring ends and topo-
logical considerations) it mirrors the m ą 1 case of the finite O’Nan–Scott Theo-
rem ([22]) and the same case in the classification of infinite primitive permutation
groups with finite point stabilisers ([37]) and indeed all primitive groups with the
FCR property (see [34]).
For Proposition 43, we do not have the FCR property and only have that the
minimal closed normal subgroups of M are topologically simple. Nevertheless, it
is interesting that we obtain a result here that is in line with what one would
expect. It seems possible that the theory of cartesian decompositions developed by
Praeger and Schneider can be modified slightly to apply to topological groups and
then exploited to analyse transitive subdegree-finite permutation groups that are
contained in a wreath product in product action.
One may wonder at this point why we do not appeal to the results of [23],
since we have established that G has a minimal closed normal subgroup that itself
has a minimal closed normal subgroup. The reason is that the result we would
obtain with such an approach would be weaker than Proposition 43. We would
not, for example, be able to conclude that H is subdegree-finite — a property that
is fundamental to our later arguments.
For the remainder of this section, suppose m ą 1. We begin our proof of Propo-
sition 43 by proving that the projection of Mα onto K1 is a proper subgroup of
K1.
Let pii : M Ñ Ki be the natural projection map, and let Ri :“ piipMαq and
R :“ R1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rm. Clearly Mα ď R ď M and so Mα “ Rα. As in [40], we have
that for all x PM and all g P Gα,
piipxqg “ piiσpgqpxgq,
where σpgq P Sm is the permutation induced by the conjugation action of g on
tK1, . . . ,Kmu.
Hence R is normalised by Gα, so GαR is a group. Therefore Gα ď GαR ď G.
Since G is primitive, Gα is maximal, and so GαR “ Gα or GαR “ G.
Lemma 44. The projection of Mα onto K1 is a proper subgroup of K1.
Proof. If Gα is finite, then Mα is finite, and therefore the projection of Mα onto
the infinite groups K1 must be a proper subgroup of K1.
Now assume that Gα is infinite. Suppose, for a contradiction, that pi1pMαq “ K1.
It follows from this assumption that for any N EMα we have pi1pNq EK1. Since
K1 EM , we have K1 XMα EMα, and hence K1 XMα “ pi1pK1 XMαqEK1.
The direct product
śm
i“2Ki centralizes K1, so M “ K1CM pK1q. Hence K1 X
MαEM . But M is transitive on Ω and K1EM , so K1XMα must fix Ω pointwise.
Hence K1 XMα “ x1y.
Now the point stabiliser of α in K1 is K1 XMα, so |K1| “ |K1 : pK1qα| ď |Ω| “
ℵ0. It follows that M is countable and (because M is transitive) nontrivial. This
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is a contradiction, because Lemma 26 guarantees that G contains no nontrivial
countable normal subgroups. 
If GαR “ G, then R is transitive. We must therefore have that R “ M (this
is easy to see: given any ` P M there exists r P R such that αr “ α`, and so
`r´1 P Mα “ Rα and thus ` P R). But this implies that pi1pMαq “ K1, which
contradicts Lemma 44.
Hence, it must be the case that GαR “ Gα. Then R ď Gα and so R “Mα.
For i ď m, define Pi :“ CoreKipRiq “
Ş
kPKi k
´1Rik and note that Pi ď Ri and
Pi EKi. Thus P :“ P1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Pm is a normal subgroup of M and a subgroup of
Gα. Since M is transitive, this implies that P is trivial. In particular, we have that
P1 is trivial.
Let Y be the right cosets of R1 inK1. ThenK1 acts on Y transitively with kernel
P1, so this action is faithful. Writing γ :“ R1 P Y , we have that the stabiliser pK1qγ
of γ in K1 is R1 “ pi1pMαq.
We can now apply the following lemma from [40] to describe a permutation
embedding of G into a wreath product. There are aspects of the proof of this
lemma that play a role in our later arguments, so we present the lemma together
with an outline of its proof. For the complete argument see [40, Proof of Lemma
3.1]. Our aim is to obtain a precise description of the permutational embedding of
G into our preferred wreath product.
Lemma 45 ([40, Lemma 3.1]). Suppose M “ K1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKm E G ď Sym pΩq for
some m ą 1, such that M is transitive and some point stabiliser Gα transitively
permutes the components tK1, . . . ,Kmu of M by conjugation. Suppose further that
Mα “ pi1pMαq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pimpMαq, where each pii is the projection of M onto Ki. If
K :“ K1 acts faithfully and transitively on a set Y such that pi1pMαq “ Kγ for
some γ P Y , then there exists a homomorphism ψ : NGαpKq Ñ NSym pY qγ pKq and
a permutational embedding pφˆ, θq of G into Sym pY mq, where θ : Ω Ñ Y m is a
bijection such that θpαq “ pγ, . . . , γq, and φˆ : G Ñ Sym pY mq is a monomorphism
such that φˆpMq “ Km and φˆpGαq ď ψpNGαpKqqWrSm acting with its product
action on Y m.
Outline of proof. Recall that we have T “ tg1, . . . , gmu Ď Gα such that Ki “ Kgi
for i “ 1, . . . ,m, with g1 “ 1. The action of any g P Gα on tK1, . . . ,Kmu induces
a permutation σpgq P Sm so that Kgi “ Kiσpgq for all i. For all i P t1, . . . ,mu and
g P Gα define hi :“ gigg´1iσpgq and observe that each hi lies in N :“ NGαpKq (note
that the proof given in [40] contains a misprint in the first paragraph: NGαpT q
should read NGαpKq).
We consider Km ď Sym pY mq via the product action. Let γ :“ pγ, . . . , γq P Y m
and let ψ : N Ñ NSym pY qγ pKq be the homomorphism which takes h P N to the
permutation of Y sending γk to γh
´1kh for all k P K. Conjugation by h P N and
by ψphq induce the same automorphism of K.
Define φ : M Ñ Km by φpxq :“ ppi1pxqg´11 , . . . , pimpxqg´1m q for each x PM , where
the maps pii are the projection maps onto the components of K1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKm. The
map φ is an isomorphism between M and Km such that φpMαq “ pKγqm. Let
θ : Ω Ñ Y m be the map with θpαxq :“ γφpxq for all x P M . The pair pφ, θq form a
permutation isomorphism.
We now extend pφ, θq to a permutation isomorphism pφˆ, θq between Sym pΩq and
Sym pY mq in the following way. Given f P Sym pΩq, let φˆpfq be the permutation
of Y m which maps each δ P Y m to θpθ´1pδqf q. With a little work one can prove
that pφˆ, θq is a permutation isomorphism from Sym pΩq to Sym pY mq such that
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the restriction of φˆ to M is φ, and moreover for any g P Gα we have φˆpgq “
pψph1q, . . . , ψphmqqσpgq P ψpNqWrSm, where hi :“ gigg´1iσ for i “ 1, . . . ,m.
Thus the action of φˆpGq on Y m is as follows. Since G “ GαM “ MGα, any
element in g1 P G can be written as gx for some g P Gα and x P M , with φˆpg1q “
φˆpgqφˆpxq, so that,
δφˆpgq “
ˆ
δ
ψph
1σ
´1 q
1σ´1
, . . . , δ
ψph
mσ
´1 q
mσ´1
˙
(1)
and
δφˆpxq “
´
δ
g1pi1pxqg´11
1 , . . . , δ
gmpimpxqg´1m
m
¯
, (2)
where where σ :“ σpgq is the permutation in Sm induced by the action of g on
tK1, . . . ,Kmu, and hi :“ gigg´1iσ for i “ 1, . . . ,m. 
We continue to adopt the notation developed in the outline proof throughout this
section. Examining the above proof, we have some additional information about
the embedding φˆ that we describe in Lemma 46 and Proposition 47. We will use
these two results to establish the main result of this section, Proposition 43.
Recall that g1 “ 1, and note that if g P NGαpKq then σpgq stabilises 1 P
t1, . . . ,mu.
Lemma 46. Let k P K and g P NGαpKq, and write x :“ pk, 1, . . . , 1q P M . Then
for all pδ, γ, . . . , γq P Yγr1s and for all j P t1, . . . ,mu,
(i) pδ, γ, . . . , γqφˆpgjq “ pγ, . . . , γ, δ, γ, . . . , γq P Yγrjs
(ii) pδ, γ, . . . , γqφˆpxgq “ pδkψpgq, γ, . . . , γq
(iii) Kγ and ψpNGαpKqq have only finite orbits on Y
(iv) The group K is a closed subgroup of Sym pY q.
Proof. One can easily verify (i) and (ii) by using equations (1) and (2) above.
To prove (iii), write δ :“ pδ, γ, . . . , γq P Y m and N :“ NGαpKq. Now δφˆpNq is
finite because N ď Gα and Gα has only finite orbits. Hence by (ii) the projection
pi1pδφˆpNqq “ δψpNq is also finite. Similarly, δφˆpMαq is finite because Mα ď Gα.
Recall from the outline of the proof of Lemma 45 that φˆpMαq “ φpMαq “ pKγqm.
Therefore |δφˆpMαq| “ |δKmγ | “ |δKγ |, and hence |δKγ | is finite.
Finally, we prove (iv). As noted in the outline of the proof of Lemma 45, the
pair pφˆ, θq is a permutation isomorphism from Sym pΩq to Sym pY mq; hence φˆ is an
isomorphism of topological groups. By Theorem 6, K is closed in B and B is closed
in G. Since G is closed in Sym pΩq, it follows that K is closed in Sym pΩq. Thus
φˆpKq is closed in Sym pY mq. Now φˆpKq “ K ˆ x1y ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ x1y ď Sym pY q ˆ x1y ˆ
¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ x1y, and the latter group is clearly closed in Sym pY mq. Hence K is closed in
Sym pY q. 
Proposition 47. Let H be the closure of KψpNGαpKqq in Sym pY q, and let F ď
Sm be the permutation group induced by the conjugation action of Gα on tK1, . . . ,Kmu.
Then the following hold.
(i) φˆpGαq “ pφˆpGqqγ ď Hγ WrF and F is transitive.
(ii) φˆpGq is a fibrelobe-full subgroup of H WrF .
(iii) Hγ is equal to the closure of KγψpNGαpKqq in Sym pY q.
(iv) H P P and Y is countably infinite.
(v) H is almost topologically simple, with unique minimal closed normal sub-
group K.
(vi) Gα is finite if and only if Hγ is finite.
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Proof. Recall from the outline proof of Lemma 45 that σ : Gα Ñ Sm is a homomor-
phism. We have F :“ σpGαq ď Sm. Because Gα acts transitively on tK1, . . . ,Kmu,
this group F is transitive. The permutational embedding pφˆ, θq given in Lemma 45
takes the permutation group pG,Ωq “ pMGα,Ωq into pH WrF, Y mq. Notice that
φˆpGαq “ pφˆpGqqγ and φˆpGαq ď Hγ WrF . Thus, (i) holds.
We now prove (ii). We have already established that φˆpGq ď H WrF . Now
φˆpMq “ Km acts on Y m via the product action. Since K is transitive on Y , we see
that Km is transitive on the points of H WrF and, for each i, it is transitive on the
set tYδris : δ P Y mu. Furthermore, Lemma 46(i) implies that Yγr1sφˆpgiq “ Yγris.
Hence φˆpGq is transitive on the fibres of H WrF .
Let J denote the setwise stabiliser in φˆpGq of the γ-fibre Yγr1s and let L be the
closure of the subgroup of Sym pY q induced by J acting on the first component of
Yγr1s. Note that, since φˆpGq ď H WrSm and H is closed, we have L ď H. By
Lemma 46(ii), we have K ď L and ψpNGαpKqq ď L, and so xψpNGαpKqq,Ky ď L.
Since L is closed and H is the closure in Sym pY q of KψpNGαpKqq, we have H ď L
and hence H “ L.
Now pφˆpGqqγ “ φˆpGαq permutes the set of γ-fibres of H WrF . From equation
(1) above we see that g P φˆpGαq permutes this set according to σpgq, and so
the permutation group induced by this action is permutationally isomorphic to F .
Hence (ii) is true.
To see why (iii) must be true, note that pKψpNGαpKqqqγ ď Hγ and any ele-
ment h P Hγ must be the limit of a convergent sequence whose elements lie in
KψpNGαpKqq. All but finitely many elements in the convergent sequence must
fix γ and so h is in fact the limit of a convergent sequence in pKψpNGαpKqqqγ .
Hence Hγ ď pKψpNGαpKqqqγ . Since ψpNGαpKqq fixes γ, it follows that Hγ “
KγψpNGαpKqq.
Now we prove (iv) By (iii) the groups Hγ and KγψpNGαpKqq have the same
orbits on finite tuples of elements in Y . By Lemma 46, Kγ and ψpNGαpKqq have
only finite orbits on Y . Hence KγψpNGαpKqq has only finite orbits. Since H is
transitive on Y , it follows that H is subdegree-finite. Now G is primitive on Ω,
so φˆpGq is primitive on Y m. Since φˆpGq ď H WrF , it follows that H WrF is also
primitive on Y m. By Proposition 28, H WrF is primitive in its product action on
Y m so the group H must be primitive but not regular on Y . The group H is thus
an infinite, closed, nonregular, primitive and subdegree-finite permutation group
and so (by Remark 38) the set Y is countably infinite.
To establish (v), observe that H satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6. It fol-
lows then that H contains a unique (nontrivial) minimal closed normal subgroup.
Since K is a topologically simple, closed normal subgroup of H, it is the unique
minimal closed normal subgroup of H. Thus H is almost topologically simple by
Proposition 41.
Finally, we prove (vi). Indeed, if Hγ is finite, then H must be countable because
ℵ0 “ |Y | “ |H : Hγ |. Hence φˆpGq ď H WrSm must also be countable. As noted
previously, G is countable if and only if Gα is finite. On the other hand, if Gα
is finite then ψpNGαpKqq and pi1pMαq are finite. Now Kγ “ pi1pMαq, therefore
KγψpNGαpKqq is finite. The closure of a finite group is finite, so Hγ is finite by
(iii) of this proposition. 
Proposition 48. sdpHq ď sdpGq.
Proof. Now G and H are transitive, so any point stabiliser in G has an orbit of
length sdpGq, and similarly for H. Hence φˆpGαq has an orbit of length sdpGq. Let
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δ P Y m be such that the nontrivial suborbit δφˆpGαq has cardinality sdpGq. Write
δ “ pδ1, . . . , δmq. Since |δφˆpGαq| ą 1, we have that some δi ­“ γ. Writing σ :“ σpg´1i q
we have 1σ
´1 “ i. Thus for δ1 :“ δφˆpg´1i q P δφˆpGαq we have that the first component
of δ1 is δψphiqi “ δψpgig
´1
i g1q
i “ δi ­“ γ. Hence, without loss of generality, we can
assume that δ1 ­“ γ.
Recall that g1 is trivial. Notice that if k “ pk1, . . . , kmq P pKγqm and g P
NGαpKq, then σ :“ σpgq P Sm fixes 1 P t1, . . . ,mu and so the first component of
δkφˆpgq is δk1ψph1q1 “ δk1ψpg1gg
´1
1 q
1 “ δk1ψpgq1 .
As noted in the outline of the proof of Lemma 45, φˆpMαq “ φpMαq “ pKγqm.
Therefore, sdpGq “ |δφˆpGαq| “ |δφˆpMαGαq| ě |tδkφˆpgq : k P pKγqm, g P NGαpKqu| ě
|tδkψpgq1 : k P Kγ , g P NGαpKqu|. Recall that a permutation group and its closure
have the same orbits on finite tuples. By Proposition 47(iii) we therefore have that
|tδkψpgq1 : k P Kγ , g P NGαpKqu| “ |δHγ1 |. Hence sdpGq ě |δHγ1 |
By Proposition 47(iv), H is primitive but not regular. Hence, since δ1 ­“ γ, we
have |δHγ1 | ą 1 and therefore |δHγ1 | ě sdpHq. 
Now that we understand the structure of G, we can precisely determine the
number of ends it has. Our arguments follow the proof of [39, Theorem 2.4] with
minor changes.
Lemma 49. Let Γ “ pY, tγ, δuHq be a connected orbital graph of H, define δ :“
pδ, γ, . . . , γq P Y m and let Σ :“ pY m, tγ, δuφˆpGqq. Then for vertices β :“ pβ1, . . . , βmq
and β1 :“ pβ11, . . . , β1mq in Σ we have dΣpβ, β1q “ 1 if and only if
řm
i“1 dΓpβi, β1iq “ 1.
Proof. If dΣpβ, γq “ 1, then there exists some g P G such that pγ, δqφˆpgq is equal to
pγ, βq or pβ, γq. Write gˆ :“ φˆpgq “ ph11, . . . , h1mqσ P H WrSm. If pγ, δqgˆ “ pγ, βq,
then gˆ fixes γ, so each h1i lies in Hγ . Furthermore, pδ, γ, . . . , γqgˆ “ β, so precisely
one component of β is not equal to γ. If β P Y ztγu is this component, then
β P δHγ . Hence, řmi“1 dΓpγ, βiq “ 1. On the other hand, if pγ, δqgˆ “ pβ, γq then
δgˆ “ γ. Therefore δh11 “ γ and for all i ą 1 we have h11 P Hγ . Hence precisely
one component of β “ δgˆ is not equal to γ. If β P Y ztγu is this component,
then β “ γh11 . Now pγ, δqh11 “ pγh11 , γq “ pβ, γq, and so dΓpγ, βq “ 1. Hence,řm
i“1 dΓpγ, βiq “ 1.
We now prove the converse. Assume that
řm
i“1 dΓpγ, βiq “ 1. Thus, there is
precisely one component of β that is not equal to γ, and if β P Y ztγu is this
component, then dΓpγ, βq “ 1. In particular, β lies in Yγrjs for some j P t1, . . . ,mu.
Let gˆj :“ φˆpg´1j q. By Lemma 46 we have pβ, γ, . . . , γq “ βgˆj , and since gˆj P φˆpGαq ď
Hγ WrSm we have γgˆj “ γ. Now dΓpγ, βq “ 1, so there exists h1 P H such that
tγ, βu “ tγ, δuh1 . Since H is the closure of KψpNGαpKqq in Sym pY q, there exists
k P K and g P NGαpKq such that pγ, δqh1 “ pγ, δqkψpgq. Let x :“ pk, 1, . . . , 1q P M .
By Lemma 46, tγ, δuφˆpxgq “ tpγkψpgq, γ, . . . , γq, pδkψpgq, γ, . . . , γqu “ tγ, βugˆj . Hence
tγ, βu P tγ, δuφˆpGq, so dΣpβ, γq “ 1. 
Suppose Φ is a finite set of vertices in Σ, and α is a vertex in ΣzΦ. Notice that
one can create a path in Σ from α P Y m by only varying a single component. Once
a desired distance from Φ has been reached, other components can be altered, and
a path back constructed. From this observation we see that for any finite set Φ
of vertices, one can always find a path in ΣzΦ between any two vertices in ΣzΦ.
Hence Σ has precisely one end.
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Corollary 50. G has precisely one end.
The main result of this section, Proposition 43, now follows immediately from
Propositions 47 and 48, and Corollary 50.
5. The proof part III: G is almost topologically simple
The following is a restatement of Remark 42.
Proposition 51. If m “ 1 then G is almost topologically simple, with B ď G ď
Aut B for some infinite, nonabelian, closed, topologically simple, normal subgroup
B of G.
Thus, if m “ 1 and G has precisely one end, then our group G is of type OAS
in Theorem 5.
On the other hand, if G has more than one end we can combine Corollary 50
and Proposition 51 to obtain the following.
Theorem 52. If G is a closed and subdegree-finite primitive permutation group
with more than one end, then G is almost topologically simple.
Compared this with the following result of Möller and Vonk.
Theorem 53 ([30, Theorem 4.1]). Let Σ be a locally finite connected primitive
graph with infinitely many ends. Then Aut Σ has a topologically simple subgroup,
and this subgroup is open of finite index.
Underpinning Möller and Vonk’s result is a type of independence called property
H. Recall that if T is a tree and e is an edge in T such that the two components of
T ze are infinite, then these components are called half-trees of T . A group acting on
T is said to have property H if the pointwise stabiliser of every half-tree is nontrivial.
If Q ď Aut T is closed, then Q`` is the closure of the subgroup generated by all
pointwise stabilisers in Q of half-trees. If Q is closed, has property H and leaves
no proper nonempty subtree or end of T invariant, then Q`` is contained in every
closed subgroup of Q that is normalised by Q``; in particular, Q`` is topologically
simple ([30, Theorem 2.4]).
In their proof of Theorem 53, Möller and Vonk note that there is a faithful action
of Aut Σ on an infinite tree T that leaves no proper nonempty subtree or end of T
invariant, and moreover with this action Aut Σ has property H, and the pointwise
stabiliser in Aut Σ of any edge e of T acts independently on the two components
of T ze. Property H guarantees that Aut Σ`` is topologically simple, and the
independence of the edge stabilisers is used to show that Aut Σ`` is open. Now
Aut Σ is primitive in its action on V Σ and Aut Σ`` is nontrivial and normal in
Aut Σ; therefore it acts transitively on V Σ. Since Aut Σ`` is closed and transitive,
it is cocompact in Aut Σ. Since Aut Σ`` is also open, it follows that Aut Σ`` is
finite index in Aut Σ.
In our situation, where G is a subdegree-finite primitive permutation group with
more than one end, Proposition 55 (below) tells us that G can be written as a box
product G “ G1  G2, and therefore G has a faithful action on its structure tree
T . Moreover, since G1 and G2 are transitive, it follows that G leaves no proper
nonempty subtree or end of T invariant. Hence if G has property H, then G``
is topologically simple by [30, Theorem 2.4]. Since we know already that B is
the unique minimal closed normal subgroup of G, it follows that B “ G``. This
is a very pleasant description of B. With this in mind, we make the following
conjecture.
Conjecture 54. If G is a subdegree-finite primitive permutation group with more
than one end, then G has property H.
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When G has more than one end, a great deal can be said about the structure of
G. Our aim in this section is to prove the following.
Proposition 55. Suppose G P P is infinite. If G has more than one end, then
G has 2ℵ0 ends and there exists a nontrivial finite transitive group F and a group
H P P with at most one end, such that G is a primitive, fibrelobe-full subgroup of
H  F , with sdpHq ă sdpGq. Moreover, if α P Ω, then F is the group induced by
Gα acting on the set Lpαq of lobes of H  F that contain α.
In order to prove this proposition, we must first introduce some algebraic graph
and digraph theory.
In [27], Rögnvaldur G. Möller uses the powerful theory of structure trees devel-
oped by Warren Dicks and M. J. Dunwoody in [12] to show that primitive graphs
with more than one end are closely related to graphs with connectivity one; Möller’s
results are neatly summarised in his survey paper [28].
Theorem 56 ([28, Theorem 15]). Suppose that Σ is a connected, locally finite,
primitive graph with more than one end. Then there exist distinct vertices α1, β1 in
Σ such that the graph Σ1 :“ pV Σ, tα1, β1uAut Σq has connectivity one and each lobe
Σ1 of has at most one end.
For our purposes, it will be more convenient to work with orbital digraphs rather
than orbital graphs. One can use Möller’s result to prove the following (see [37,
Theorem 3.3]).
Theorem 57. If H is a subdegree-finite, infinite, primitive permutation group with
more than one end, then H has a locally finite orbital digraph with connectivity one
in which each lobe has at most one end.
The structure of primitive graphs with connectivity one was determined by
H. A. Jung M. E. Watkins in [18].
Theorem 58 ([18, Theorem 4.2]). A vertex transitive graph Σ with connectivity one
is primitive if and only if the lobes of Σ are primitive, have at least three vertices,
and are pairwise isomorphic.
Recall from Section 1.3 the graph ΓpΛ,mq: this graph has connectivity one, and
every vertex lies in precisely m lobes and every lobe is isomorphic to Λ. Together,
Theorems 57 and 58 imply that any subdegree-finite, infinite, primitive permutation
group H with more than one end has an orbital graph ΓpΛ,mq for some m ě 2 and
some primitive, connected graph Λ, where Λ has at least three vertices and at most
one end.
If G,H P P are primitive on Ω, with H ď G, and the orbital graph pΩ, tα, βuGq
is of the form Γpm,Λq, then pΩ, tα, βuHq must be of the form Γpm,Λ1q. Hence we
have the following well-known fact.
Lemma 59. Suppose H,G P P are primitive on Ω and H ď G. If G has more
than one end, then H has more than one end.
One consequence of this is the following: if H P P and F is nontrivial, transitive
and finite, then any primitive subgroup of H  F has infinitely many ends.
Theorem 58 was extended to digraphs in [38].
Theorem 60 ([38, Theorem 3.3]). If Σˆ is a vertex-transitive digraph with connec-
tivity one, then it is primitive if and only if the lobes of Σˆ are primitive but not
directed cycles, are pairwise isomorphic and each has at least three vertices.
The same paper contains the following characterisation of groups acting on prim-
itive digraphs.
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Theorem 61 ([38, Theorem 2.6]). Let H be a vertex-transitive group of automor-
phisms of a connectivity-one digraph Σˆ, whose lobes have at least three vertices. If
H acts primitively on V Σˆ and Λ is some lobe of Σˆ, then HtV Λu is primitive and
not regular on V Λ.
Using the above results, we can prove the main result of this section.
Proof of Proposition 55. Suppose that G has more than one end. By Theorem 57,
there is a locally finite orbital digraph Γ with connectivity one in which each lobe
has at most one end. This digraph is primitive because G acts primitively on its
vertex set, and so by Theorem 60, the lobes of Γ are primitive but not directed
cycles, are pairwise isomorphic, and each has at least three vertices. This tree-
like graph clearly has 2ℵ0 ends. Hence G has 2ℵ0 many ends. Let Λ be a lobe
in Γ containing the vertex α. Since Γ is locally finite, vertex transitive and has
connectivity one, there exists some integer n ě 2 such that every vertex in Γ lies
in precisely n distinct lobes. Using our notation from Section 2.1, we can write
Γ “ ΓpΛ, nq.
Let L be the set of lobes of Γ, and for a vertex γ let Lpγq denote the set of lobes
in L that contain γ; this is a finite set with cardinality n ě 2. Recall that the
block-cut-vertex tree T of Γ “ ΓpΛ, nq has vertex set V T :“ V Γ Y L and edge set
ET :“ ttγ,Λ1u : γ P V Γ and Λ1 P Lpγqu. We again denote the neighbours in T of a
vertex γ P V T by Bpγq.
Let us pause momentarily, to make our notation easier to read. Since elements
in L are on one hand lobes in Γ and on the other hand vertices in T , we write
V1 :“ L and think of V1 as vertices in T and L as lobes in Γ. For our distinguished
lobe Λ of Γ, we write ` :“ Λ and think of Λ P L and ` P V1. We do the same now
for V Γ, writing V2 :“ V Γ and thinking of V Γ as vertices in Γ and V2 as vertices in
T .
Now we have V T “ V1 Y V2, and V1 and V2 are the two parts of the natural
bipartition of T . As noted in Section 2.1, our group G ď Aut Γ induces a faithful
action on T . Let Gˆ be the subgroup of Aut T induced by this action of G.
Now G is transitive on the arcs of Γ. Since every lobe in Γ contains an arc and
no two lobes share any arc, it follows that G is transitive on L and therefore Gˆ is
transitive on V1. Of course Gˆ is transitive on V2 because G is transitive V Γ.
Every arc in Γ lies in a unique lobe in L. Since G is transitive on the arcs of Γ,
it follows that H1 :“ GtV Λu
ˇˇ
V Λ
must be arc transitive on Λ. Now, Bp`q “ V Λ, and
so Gˆ` “ GˆtBp`qu “ GˆtV Λu. Since GtV Λu and GˆtV Λu induce the same permutation
group on V Λ, we have that Gˆ` induces H1 on Bp`q; that is, H1 “ Gˆ`
ˇˇ
Bp`q. Hence,
for all `1 P V1, the permutation group induced by Gˆ`1 acting on Bp`1q is permutation
isomorphic to H1. By Theorem 61, H1 is primitive but not regular on V Λ.
Let F :“ Gα
ˇˇ
Lpαq so F is a finite group induced by the action of Gα on the set
of lobes that contain α. Note that Gα
ˇˇ
Lpαq “ Gˆα
ˇˇ
Bpαq. Since GtV Λu is vertex- and
arc-transitive on V Λ, we have that Apαq X AΛ is nonempty — that is, there is an
arc in Λ whose origin is α. Hence the action of Gα on Lpαq is determined by the
action of Gα on Apαq. Since G is arc transitive, Gα is transitive on Apαq and so
(because n ě 2) the action is nontrivial. Thus F is finite, transitive and nontrivial.
The group G is transitive on the vertices and lobes of Γ, therefore for all γ P
V Γ, the action of Gγ on Lpγq is determined by Gγ
ˇˇ
Apγq, and furthermore Gγ
ˇˇ
Apγq
is permutation isomorphic to Gα
ˇˇ
Apαq. Hence Gγ
ˇˇ
Lpγq “ Gˆγ
ˇˇ
Bpγq is permutation
isomorphic to F for all γ P V2.
We have shown that H1 and F are transitive permutation groups of nontrivial
degree and Gˆ is locally-pH1, F q. Hence Gˆ ď ULpH1, F q for some legal colouring L
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of T , by Proposition 31. Let H be the closure of H1 in Sym pV Λq. Then H1 ď H,
and so Gˆ ď ULpH1, F q ď ULpH,F q by Theorem 33. Looking at the permutation
groups induced on V2, we obtain G ď H L F .
Now H1 and H have the same orbits on all finite tuples of V Γ, therefore H has
at most one end, has degree at least three, is closed and subdegree-finite and is
primitive but not regular. Thus H is a one-ended group in P.
Since Gˆ is transitive on V1, it transitively permutes the lobes of H  F , but the
lobes of H  F are subsets of V2, so G must also transitively permute the lobes
of H  F . Moreover, the set V Λ “ Bp`q is a lobe of H  F , and by definition H
is permutationally isomorphic to the closure of GtΛu
ˇˇ
Λ
in Sym pΛq. Hence G is a
fibrelobe-full subgroup of HF . Of course Γ is also an orbital graph of HF and
so the lobes of Γ are the lobes of H  F .
It remains to show that sdpHq ă sdpGq. Indeed, because G is transitive and Gˆ
induces G on V2, there is some β P V2ztαu such that |βGˆα | “ sdpGq. Notice that
the geodesic rα, βsT between α and β in T contains a vertex in V2 that is adjacent
to α; this vertex corresponds to a lobe containing α. Without loss of generality,
we can therefore assume that ` P V1 is adjacent to α in rα, βsT . Let γ be adjacent
to ` in the geodesic r`, βsT , and note that α, γ are distinct vertices in Λ. Hence
Gˆα,β ď Gˆ` X Gˆγ , and so
|βGˆα | “ |Gˆα : Gˆα,`| ¨ |Gˆα,` : Gˆα,`,γ | ¨ |Gˆα,`,γ : Gˆα,β |.
Now Gˆ is locally-pH1, F q and F is transitive with degree at least two, therefore
|Gˆα : Gˆα,`| ą 2. Hence sdpGq ą |Gˆα,` : Gˆα,`,γ | “ |γpH1qα |. Now H is the closure of
H1 in Sym pV Λq, and so |γpH1qα | “ |γpHqα | ě sdpHq. 
6. The proof part IV: Conclusion
In this section we draw together our arguments and prove the theorems stated
in the introduction.
Proof of Theorem 5. Suppose the theorem is false, and G P P is a minimal coun-
terexample to the theorem with respect to sdpGq. Since it is a counterexample, G
is infinite and is not of type OAS, so therefore either G has more than one end, or
G is not almost topologically simple. We show that in both cases, G cannot be a
counterexample to the theorem.
First, let us suppose that G has more than one end. By Proposition 55, G has
2ℵ0 many ends and there exists a nontrivial finite transitive group F and a group
H P P with at most one end such that G is a primitive, fibrelobe-full subgroup of
H  F with sdpHq ă sdpGq. If H is finite, then G satisfies the theorem. On the
other hand, if H is infinite then, because sdpHq ă sdpGq, the group H must satisfy
the theorem. However, in this case H has precisely one end, so it is of type OAS or
PA. Hence if H is infinite, then G also satisfies the theorem. It follows then that
our minimal counterexample G must have precisely one end.
Since G is not of type OAS and has precisely one end, it must be the case that
G is not almost topologically simple. By Proposition 43, there exists a nontrivial
finite transitive group F and an infinite, almost topologically simple group H P P
such that G is a primitive, fibrelobe-full subgroup of H WrF acting via the product
action, with sdpHq ď sdpGq.
Since H P P is infinite, it has precisely one end or it has infinitely many ends.
If H has precisely one end, then H is OAS and G satisfies the theorem. Since G is
a counterexample, it must be the case then that H is infinitely ended.
By Proposition 55 again, there exists a nontrivial finite transitive group F0 and
a group H0 P P with at most one end such that H is a primitive, fibrelobe-full
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subgroup of H0  F0 with sdpH0q ă sdpHq ď sdpGq. If H0 is finite then H is of
type BP, which implies that G satisfies the theorem. Therefore H0 must be infinite.
However, since G is a minimal counterexample and sdpH0q ă sdpGq, the group H0
must satisfy the theorem. Since H0 is infinite with at most one end, it must have
precisely one end and is therefore of type OAS or PA. Hence H is of type BP, which
implies that G is of type PA. In particular, G satisfies the theorem. 
We proved Theorem 6 in Section 3.
Proof of Corollary 8. In the statement of Theorem 6, we have that m “ 1 if and
only if G is almost topologically simple. If G has precisely one end, then G is of
type OAS. If G has more than one end, then G is of type BP by Theorem 5.
When m ą 1 G is not almost topologically simple, and so by Proposition 43 we
see that K1 is the minimal closed normal subgroup of H. 
Our intention now is to prove Theorem 10. To do this, we require the following
two propositions. Throughout we use the notation of Theorem 5. We begin with
two lemmas.
Lemma 62. Suppose Gi ď Sym pYiq for i “ 1, 2, 3, 4 are nontrivial transitive per-
mutation groups. If G2 is a fibrelobe-full subgroup of G4 WrG3, then the fibrelobes
(resp. points) of pG4 WrG3qG1 and the fibrelobes (resp. points) of G2 G1 are
equal.
Similarly, if G2 is a fibrelobe-full subgroup of G4 G3, then the fibrelobes (resp.
points) of pG4 G3qWrG1 and the fibrelobes (resp. points) of G2 WrG1 are equal.
Proof. First suppose G2 is a fibrelobe-full subgroup of G4 WrG3. Then both groups
are transitive permutation groups on the same set of points, so this point set
must equal Y2. Hence the structure tree of G2  G1 is equal to the structure
tree of pG4 WrG3q  G1. It follows immediately that the fibrelobes and points of
pG4 WrG3qG1 coincide with those of G2 G1.
Now suppose instead that G2 is a fibrelobe-full subgroup of G4 G3. Then the
set of points of G4  G3 is equal to Y2. Therefore the points of pG4  G3qWrG1
is equal to Y |Y1|2 , which is equal to the points of G2 WrG1. Of course this implies
that the fibres of pG4 G3qWrG1 and the fibres of G2 WrG1 also coincide. 
Lemma 63. If G P P is of type PA, with G ď H WrF , and H is of type BP, then
there is a nontrivial finite transitive permutation group F1, and H0 P P with at most
one end, such that sdpH0q ă sdpGq and G is a primitive subgroup of pH0F1qWrF .
Proof. Suppose G is of type PA, so G is a primitive and fibrelobe-full subgroup
of H WrF with sdpHq ď sdpGq. Suppose also that H is of type BP. Thus H is a
fibrelobe-full subgroup of H0 F1, where F1 is finite nontrivial and transitive, and
H0 P P is of type FIN, OAS or PA and sdpH0q ă sdpHq ď sdpGq.
NowG ď H WrF ď pH0F1qWrF , and by Lemma 62, the points ofH WrF and
pH0F1qWrF are equal. Hence G is a primitive subgroup of pH0F1qWrF . 
Remark 64. In the above lemma, because the fibrelobes of H WrF and pH0 
F1qWrF are equal, one might wonder if G is fibrelobe-full in pH0  F1qWrF . In
general, it is not, since on each fibrelobe Λ the setwise stabiliser GtΛu induces a
group that is dense in H, but H could be significantly smaller than the full box
product H0  F1.
Any fibrelobe Λˆ of H0 is contained in some fibrelobe Λ of pH0  F1qWrF . Now
GtΛu
ˇˇ
Λ
“ H, and HtΛˆu
ˇˇ
Λˆ
“ H0. In this way, one can trace the action of G through
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nested sequences of fibrelobes. One can perform a similar analysis (with increas-
ingly cumbersome notation) for the following two propositions, and indeed for The-
orem 10.
Proposition 65. If G P P has at most one end, then there is a finite sequence
F1, . . . , Fn of finite transitive groups, with Fi nontrivial for all i ą 1, and a group
H0 P P that is of type FIN or OAS, such that G is a primitive subgroup of
pppH0 WrF1q F2qWr ¨ ¨ ¨ Fn´1qWrFn.
Proof. Suppose the result is false, and G P P is a minimal counterexample to the
corollary with respect to sdpGq. Now G has at most one end, and so by Theorem 5
G is of type FIN, OAS or PA. If G is of type FIN or OAS then G satisfies the
proposition (with n “ 1 and F1 trivial). Since this is impossible, G must be of type
PA. Thus we can write G ď H WrF2 for some nontrivial transitive and finite group
F2 and some H P P of type OAS or BP. If H is of type OAS then again G satisfies
the proposition which is impossible. Therefore H is of type BP. By Lemma 63, G
is a primitive subgroup of pH0  F1qWrF2, where F1 is nontrivial transitive and
finite, and H0 P P has at most one end and sdpH0q ă sdpGq.
Since G is a minimal counterexample, H0 must satisfy the corollary. Hence there
exist finite transitive groups J1, . . . , Jn, with Ji nontrivial for all i ą 1, and there
exists Hˆ P P that is of type FIN or OAS such that H0 is a primitive subgroup of
G0 :“ pppHˆ WrJ1q J2qWr ¨ ¨ ¨ Jn´1qWrJn.
Since H0 and G0 are permutation groups on the same set, by Theorem 33 we
have H0  F1 ď G0  F1. Both of these groups are of course also permutation
groups on the same set. Therefore pH0F1qWrF2 ď pG0F1qWrF2. Hence G is
a primitive subgroup of pG0  F1qWrF2, and therefore G is a primitive subgroup
of
pppppHˆ WrJ1q J2qWr ¨ ¨ ¨ Jn´1qWrJnq F1qWrF2.
Whence G satisfies the corollary; this is impossible by assumption. 
Proposition 66. If G P P has more than one end, then there exists a finite
sequence F1, . . . , Fn`1 of finite transitive groups, with Fi nontrivial for all i ą 1,
and a group H0 P P that is either FIN or OAS, such that G is a primitive subgroup
of
ppppH0 WrF1q F2qWr ¨ ¨ ¨ Fn´1qWrFnq Fn`1.
Proof of Proposition 66. Suppose G P P has more than one end. By Theorem 5,
G is of type BP and so there is a nontrivial finite transitive group F and a group
H P P of type FIN, OAS or PA such that G is a primitive, fibrelobe-full subgroup
of HF . In particular, H has at most one end. By Proposition 65, there is a finite
sequence F1, . . . , Fn of finite transitive groups, with Fi nontrivial for all i ą 1, and
a group H0 P P that is either FIN or OAS, such that H is a primitive subgroup of
G0 :“ pppH0 WrF1q F2qWr ¨ ¨ ¨ Fn´1qWrFn. Since H and G0 are permutation
groups on the same set, we again have H F ď G0F . We have thus shown that
G is a primitive subgroup of ppppH0 WrF1q F2qWr ¨ ¨ ¨ Fn´1qWrFnq F . 
Theorem 10 now follows immediately from Propositions 65 and 66.
Now we prove the topological interpretations of our main theorems.
Proof of Theorem 11. The proof of this theorem relies upon Theorem 5. Because of
this, we must be careful not to confuse the various types in the two theorems since
we have not yet proved that they coincide. So, for this proof let us call the types
in Theorem 5 pFIN, pOAS, pPA and pBP, and let us call the types in Theorem 11
tOAS, tPA, tBP.
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As noted previously, G˚ :“ G { V is a closed, primitive and subdegree-finite
permutation group on the set Ω :“ G{V , and so G˚ P P. Since V is compact and
G is non-compact, it follows that |G : V | is infinite and therefore G˚ is infinite. Fix
α P Ω.
By Theorem 6, G˚ has a unique nontrivial minimal closed normal subgroup B,
so in particular G˚ is monolithic, with monolith B that is nonabelian, and there
exist finitely many topologically simple, pairwise isomorphic, nonabelian infinite
permutation groups K1, . . . ,Km such that each Ki is closed and normal in B and
M :“ K1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆKm is a dense subgroup of B. In other words, B is a quasiproduct
of m copies of K :“ K1. The stabiliser Gα˚ acts by conjugation on B, permuting
the components of M , and this conjugation action induces a nontrivial transitive
group F .
All nontrivial normal subgroups of G˚ P P are transitive, and point stabilisers
in G˚ are compact and open. Therefore by Proposition 17, all nontrivial normal
subgroups of G˚ are cocompact in G˚. Hence B is cocompact.
Point stabilisers in G˚ are maximal subgroups so G˚ is compactly generated. For
some β P Ωztαu let Γ be the orbital graph pΩ, tα, βuG˚q. By Higman’s criterion, this
graph is connected. It is locally finite with bounded valency because G˚ is transitive
and subdegree-finite. Since G˚ is closed, tdlc and transitive with compact open
vertex stabilisers, Γ is a Cayley–Abels graph for G˚. Since B is closed, B is tdlc
with compact open point stabilisers. Furthermore, B is transitive on the vertices
of Γ. It follows then that Γ is also a Cayley–Abels graph for B, so B is compactly
generated. Since Γ is a Cayley–Abels graph for both G˚ and B, the two groups
have precisely the same ends.
We can now apply Theorem 5 to G˚, and deduce that G˚ (as a permutation
group) is of type pOAS, pPA or pBP.
The circular nature of our decomposition theorem makes a direct proof that
reconciles the types pOAS, pPA, pBP, tOAS, tPA and tBP difficult; instead we
again use a minimum counterexample argument. Suppose G˚ is a counterexample
to Theorem 11 that is minimal with respect to sdpG˚q.
If G˚ is of type pOAS, then G˚ is one-ended and has a nonabelian, closed normal
subgroup that is topologically simple, which of course must equal B. Therefore B
is topologically simple, and as abstract groups we have B ď G˚ ď Aut pBq.
If G˚ is discrete then B is discrete. If G˚ is not discrete, then G˚ has an
infinite point stabiliser. Every nontrivial normal subgroup of G˚ is transitive on Γ,
therefore, by Lemma 26, G˚ has no countable closed normal subgroups. Hence B
cannot be countable, and in particular is not discrete. Thus, G˚ (as a topological
group) matches the description of type tOAS in Theorem 11. This means that G˚
satisfies the theorem, which is counter to our assumption. Hence G˚ is not of type
pOAS.
Now we assume that G˚ is of type pBP. Then B is topologically simple and G˚
is a fibrelobe-full, primitive subgroup of H F 1 for some finite nontrivial transitive
group F 1 and H P P is either a finite nonregular primitive permutation group, or
H is infinite of type pOAS or pPA. Since H is a closed permutation group, we have
that H “ H {W where W is any point stabiliser in H. Our above argument shows
that if H is of type pOAS then H is of type tOAS. In this case, G˚ would satisfy
the theorem, which is not possible. Thus H is of type pPA. Now sdpHq ă sdpG˚q,
and G˚ is a minimal counterexample, therefore H satisfies the theorem. Since H is
of type pPA its monolith is not topologically simple. The only type in our theorem
with this property is tPA. Whence, H is of type tPA. However, this again implies
that G˚ satisfies the theorem, which is impossible. Thus, we conclude that G˚ is
not of type pBP.
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Finally, we suppose that G˚ is of type pPA. Then G˚ is one-ended, primitive,
fibrelobe-full subgroup of H WrF , where F is the finite nontrivial transitive per-
mutation group defined above and H is some infinite group in P of type pOAS or
pBP, with sdpHq ď sdpG˚q. Since H is a closed permutation group, we have that
H “ H {W where W is any point stabiliser in H. By Proposition 43, we have that
G˚ is discrete if and only if H is discrete.
The monolith of H is K, which is a nonabelian, closed, transitive (and therefore
cocompact) topologically simple, normal subgroup of H. From Theorem 6 we have
that the monolith of G˚ is B and B is the closure of M – Km. Thus the monolith
of G˚ is a quasiproduct of m copies of K. Again from Theorem 6, the permutation
group induced by the conjugation action of Gα˚ on the components of M is F .
Our above arguments show that ifH is of type pOAS, then it is of type tOAS and
G˚ then satisfies the theorem. Since this cannot happen by assumption, we have
that H is in fact of type pBP. In particular H has infinitely many ends. Therefore,
if H satisfies the theorem then H must be of type tBP (since this is the only
infinitely ended type). However, if H is of type tBP then G˚ satisfies the theorem,
which is not possible. Therefore H must also be a minimal counterexample to
the theorem, with sdpHq “ sdpG˚q. However, our above argument shows that a
minimal counterexample to the theorem cannot be of type pBP.
Since we have exhausted all possibilities, it must be the case that no minimum
counterexample exists and the theorem stands.
Note that discrete and nondiscrete examples exist for groups of type tOAS (see
Section 7). 
Theorem 13 requires no proof, since it is simply a restating of Theorem 10.
Proof of Theorem 15. Applying Theorem 11 (and adopting its notion) we see that
G{ V is of type OAS, PA or BP. If G{ V is of type PA then G{ V is permutationally
isomorphic to a subgroup of H WrF , where H WrF is acting via its product action
on some set Xm, with H ď Sym pXq and F ď Sm.
For each i, let pii : Xm Ñ X be the projection to the i-th coordinate. Then
Γi :“ tpi´1i pyq : y P Xu is a partition of Xm. Since X is infinite and m ě 2,
one can easily verify that E :“ tΓ1, . . . ,Γmu is a nontrivial homogeneous cartesian
decomposition of Xm. One can also easily verify that E is pH WrF q-invariant, and
thus the corresponding nontrivial homogeneous cartesian decomposition on G{V is
pG { V q-invariant. Since this is impossible by assumption, G { V is not of type PA.
On the other hand, G { V is of type BP if and only if G { V has infinitely many
ends. In this case, it is known that G { V splits non-trivially as an amalgamated
free product over a compact open subgroup (see [1] or [21, Theorem 3.18]). Since
this is impossible by assumption, G { V is not of type BP.
Hence, our nondiscrete group G{ V is of type OAS. The monolith of G{ V is thus
nondiscrete, one-ended, topologically simple, compactly generated and nonabelian.

7. Examples
In this section we show that there are examples for each type occurring in The-
orem 5.
7.1. Discrete groups of type OAS and PA. Discrete examples of infinite groups
in P of type OAS can be found in [40]. The paper contains examples in which the
minimal closed normal subgroup is regular. These examples are built using Tarski-
Ol’Shanski˘ı Monsters (see [32]). The paper also contains examples in which the
minimal closed normal subgroup is nonregular. These examples are built using a
result of V. N. Obraztsov (see [31]).
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Now that we have examples of discrete groups in P of type OAS, it is trivial to
construct discrete examples of groups of type PA: if H P P is discrete of type OAS,
then H WrS3 lies in P and is discrete of type PA.
7.2. Nondiscrete groups of type PA and BP. Theorem 5 tells us that there
are no discrete groups of type BP. Using basic properties of the box product, we
see that S3  S3 is nondiscrete, lies in P, and is of type BP.
Constructing a nondiscrete example of a group in P of type PA is now easy.
Using basic properties of the wreath product in its product action, we see that
pS3  S3qWrS3 lies in P, is nondiscrete, and is of type PA.
7.3. Nondiscrete groups of type OAS. We do not give an introduction to Kac–
Moody groups here. Readers wishing for an introduction are referred to [25]. We
follow the notion of [6]. Throughout this section, pW,Sq will be a Coxeter system
with root system Φ and generalised Cartan matrix A. Let pΛ, tUαuαPΦq be the twin
root datum of type pW,Sq. Assume each root group is finite and that W is infinite.
The associated twin buildings are denoted pB`, B´q. The groups Aut pB`q and
Aut pB´q are given the compact open topology, under which they are tdlc. The
group generated by all root groups is Λ: and Λ: EΛ. The kernel of the action of Λ
on B` is the centraliser ZΛpΛ:q (see [6, Section 1.1]). Let pi` : Λ Ñ Aut pB`q be the
natural homomorphism of the action of Λ on B`, and let Λeff` :“ pi`pΛq ď Aut pB`q.
The closure of Λeff` in Aut pB`q is denoted Λeff` , and is a completion of Λ. There
is another completion of Λ given in [6], where Λ is completed with respect to the
so-called positive building measure; this completion is denoted Λ`.
Proposition 67 ([6, Proposition 1]). With the above notation we have the follow-
ing.
(i) Λ` is tdlc under the (positive) building topology.
(ii) The map pi` has a natural extension to a continuous surjective homomor-
phism pi` : Λ` Ñ Λeff` . The kernel of pi` is ZΛpΛ:q, and this is a discrete
subgroup of Λ`.
(iii) The canonical map Λ`{ZΛpΛ:q Ñ Λeff` is an isomorphism of topological
groups
Proposition 68 ([6, Proposition 4, Proposition 11 and Lemma 9]). Suppose W
is irreducible and non-spherical, with soluble root groups, and Λ is a split or al-
most split Kac–Moody group and is generated by its root subgroups. Then Λ
eff
` is
topologically simple.
In [8], the authors investigate the number of open subgroups of locally compact
groups. They say that a locally compact group G has few open subgroups if every
proper open subgroup of G is compact, and G is Noetherian if G satisfies the
ascending chain condition for open subgroups.
Proposition 69 ([8, Corollary C]). If W is irreducible and Λ is a Kac–Moody
group over a finite field, then Λ` has few open subgroups if and only if W is of
affine or of compact hyperbolic type.
Suppose Λ` has few open subgroups. Given any open subgroup U of Λ
eff
` , its
preimage in Λ` must also be open and therefore compact. The continuous image
of a compact set is compact, so U must also be compact in Λ
eff
` . Hence Λ
eff
` must
also have few open subgroups.
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Proposition 70. Suppose W is irreducible and non-spherical, of affine or compact
hyperbolic type, with finite soluble root groups. Assume the generalised Cartan
matrix A is not of finite type. Suppose also that Λ is a Kac–Moody group over a
finite field, with Λ split or almost split and generated by its root subgroups. Then
the group Λ
eff
` is a topologically simple, tdlc and nondiscrete subgroup of Aut pB`q
that has a maximal subgroup U such that U is compact and open.
Proof. It is known that Λ
eff
` ď Aut pB`q is tdlc and nondiscrete (see [24, Section
1, pp 713] for example). It is topologically simple by Proposition 68, and has
few open subgroups by Proposition 69. Since it has few open subgroups, Λ
eff
` is
clearly Noetherian. Hence there is a subgroup U ă Λeff` that is maximal subject to
being open. By the few open subgroups condition U is also compact. Of course if
U ď H ă Λeff` , then H is also open. Since U is maximal subject to being open, we
have U “ H. Thus, U is abstractly a maximal subgroup of Λeff` . Moreover, U is
compact and open. 
Corollary 71. Under the conditions of Proposition 70, the group Λ
eff
` { U is a
nondiscrete topologically simple group in P.
Since Λ
eff
` { U lies in P, it has a locally finite, connected orbital graph Γ on
which it acts vertex primitively. Hence Λ
eff
` also acts vertex primitively on Γ, with
compact open point stabilisers. It follows then that Γ is a Cayley–Abels graph for
Λ
eff
` { U and for Λeff` . The ends of these two groups are thus the same. Now Λeff`
acts transitively on the chambers of B`, with compact open chamber stabilisers.
Therefore the ends of Λ
eff
` and the ends of B` coincide. The ends of right-angled
buildings are investigated in [9].
Proposition 72 ([9, Theorem 9.2, abridged]). Let B be a thick, semi-regular,
locally finite, right-angled building of type pW,Sq. Assume that pW,Sq is irreducible
and non-spherical. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) B is one-ended;
(ii) W is one-ended;
(iii) W does not split as a free amalgamated product over a finite subgroup;
(iv) There is no partition S “ S0 Y S1 Y S2 with S1, S2 non-empty, mi,j “ 2
for all i, j P S0 and mi,j “ 8 for all i P S1 and j P S2.
Under the conditions of Proposition 70 we have that B` is a thick, regular,
locally finite building of type pW,Sq, where pW,Sq is irreducible and non-spherical
(see [3, Example 3.1]). If we also require that pW,Sq is a right-angled Coxeter
system (i.e. mi,j “ 2 or mi,j “ 8 for all i ­“ j) then B` is also right-angled. Hence
Proposition 72 holds for B`, so B` is one-ended if and only if W is one-ended.
As noted in [9], the equivalence of (ii)–(iv) is well-known, and this one-endedness
condition can easily be read from the Coxeter diagram. Many such one-ended
buildings exist, for example any Bourdon building (i.e. if S “ t1, . . . , ru and mi,j “
2 if and only if |i´ j| “ 1 or ´1).
We summarise our analysis in this subsection with the following.
Proposition 73. Let pW,Sq be be a right-angled Coxeter system with root system
Φ and generalised Cartan matrix A. Suppose W is one-ended, irreducible and
non-spherical, of affine or compact hyperbolic type, with finite soluble root groups.
Assume the generalised Cartan matrix A is not of finite type. Suppose also that Λ
is a Kac–Moody group of type pW,Sq over a finite field, with Λ split or almost split
and generated by its root subgroups.
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If the associated twin buildings are denoted pB`, B´q, then the completion Λeff`
is a topologically simple, tdlc and nondiscrete subgroup of Aut pB`q that has a
maximal subgroup U such that U is compact and open. Moreover, Λ
eff
` { U P P is
nondiscrete of type OAS.
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